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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washin~~ton, DC
Investigation No. 701.-TA·-296 (Preliminary) and
Investigation No. 731·-TA-420 (Preliminary)
CERTAIN STEEL WHEELS FROM BRAZIL

On the basis of the record .!/ deve lopf~d in the subject investigations,
th(~

Commission JJ determines, pursuant to section 703 (a) of the Tariff Act of

1930 (19 U.S.C. § 167lb(a).). that thE,1re i.s a

reasonabl'~

indication that an

industry in the United States is materially injured, or threatened with
material injury, by. reason of imports from Brazil of steel wheels, !/ provided
for in item 692,32 of the Tariff Schedules of the United

State~.

that are

alleged to be subsidized by the Government of Braz:i l..
The

Com~ission

also determines,

pu~suant

to section 733(a) of the Act· (19

U.S.C. §1673b(a)), that there is a reasonable indicatlon;that an industry in
the United States is materially injured, or· threatened with material injµry,
by reason of imports from Brazil of steel

wheel~.

provided for in item 692.32

of the Tariff Schedules of the United States, that are alleged to be sold in
the United States at less than fair value (LTFV).
!/The record is defined in sec. 207.2(i.) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(i)).
~/ Commissioner Rohr and Commissioner Cass did not participate in this
determination.
~/ For purposes of these investigations, the term "stfH~l wheels" is defined
as steel wheels, assembled or unassembled, designed to be mounted with
pneumatic tires, in wheel diameter sizes ranging from 13.0 inches to 16.5
inches, inclusive, and generally for use on passenger automobiles and light
trucks in Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) classifications l, 2, and 3 (the trucks
covered by classes 1, 2, and 3 are, generally, light trucks such as pickup
trucks, panel vans and mini-vans with gross vehicle weights of from under
6,000 lbs. to 14,000 lbs.), as provided for in item 692.3230 of the Tariff
Sthedules of the United States Annotated (1987) (TSUSA); they are provided for
in subheading 8708.70.80 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United
States (USITC Pub. 2030 as supplemented).
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On July 29, 1988, a petition Was filed with the Commission and the
Department of Commerce by Kelsey-Hayes Co., Romulus, MI, alleging that an
industry in the United States is materially

injur~d

by reason of subsidized

imports of certain steel wheels from Brazil and by reason of LTFV imports of
certain steel wheels from Brazil.

Accordingly, effective July 29, 1988, the

Commission instituted preliminary countervailing duty. investigation No.
701-TA-296 (Preliminary) and preliminii\ry antidumping investigation No.
73 l·-TA:·-420 (Preliminary).
Notice of the institution of the Commission•·s investigations and of a
public conference to be held in connection therewith was given by posting
copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the
R.~9.!.~.:t!~r.

of August 10, 1988 (53 F ..~. 30117).

fed.er~.:.!

The confe:rence was held in

Washington, DC, on August 19, 1988, and ail persons who requested the
opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by counsel.
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VIEWS OF ACTING CHAIRMAN ANNE BRUNSDALE
AND COMMISSIONER SUSAN LIEBELER1/
Certain Steel Wheels from Brazil
Invs. Nos. 701-TA-296 (Preliminary)
and 731-TA-420 (Preliminary)
September 12, 1988

. I

Based on the information gathered in these preliminary
investigations, we determine that there is a reasonable indication
that an industry in the United States is materially injured or
threatened with material injury by re~son of imports of steel
wheels that are allegedly subsidized and allegedly sold at less
than fair value (LTFV).y

Like Product and Domestic Industry
As a threshold matter, we are required to define the like product
and the relevant domestic industry that are to be examined for the
purpose of assessing whether a reasonable indication of material
injury or threat of material injury by reason of dumped or
subsidized imports exists.

Section 771(4) (A) of the Tariff Act

of 1930, as amended, defines the term industry as "the domestic

. ,.

producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers whose.
collective output of the like product constitutes a major
proportion of the total domestic· production of that product."Jj

11 See also Views of Commissioner Alfred E. Eckes & Seeley G. ·
Lodwick, ·infra. Commissioners Rohr and Cass did not participate
in this determination.
Y 19 u.s.c. 167lb(a), 1673b(a). Material retardation is not an
issue in this investigation and will not be discussed.further.
l/ 19 U.S.C. 1677(4) (A).
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Like product, in turn, is defined as "a product which is like, or
in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses
with, the article subject to an investigation .... "!/
In these preliminary investigations, the principal question
regarding the definition of like product is whether standard steel
wheels, custom steel wheels, and aluminum wheels constitute a
single like product or multiple like products.

Based on the

record developed in this preliminary investigation, we determine
that all three types of wheels constitute a single like product.
The Commission's like-product decision is a factual
determination, and the Commission applies the statutory standard
of "like" or "most similar in characteristics and uses" on a caseby-case basis.

In analyzing like-product issues, the Commission

generally considers a number of factors, including the use of
common manufacturing facilities and production employees,
physical appearance, interchangeability among the articles,
channels of distribution, and customer perceptions of the
articles.
Production facilities and employees.

Standard and custom

steel wheels are produced using the same raw material.
addition, their manufacturing processes are similar.

In
Respondents

!/ 19 u.s.c. 1677(10). "The article subject to an investigation"
is defined by the scope of the Department of Commerce's
(Commerce) investigation. Commerce, in its Notice of Initiation,
has defined the scope of its investigation as follows: " ••. steel
wheels ..• consisting of a disc and a rim, designed to be· mounted
with both tube type and tubeless pneumatic tires, in wneel
diameter sizes ranging from 13.0 inches to 16.5 inches, inclusive,
and generally for use on passenger automobiles, light t~ucks, and
other vehicles •... " 53 Fed. Reg. 32268 (Aug. 24, 1988).
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note, however, ttiat (1) the shorter production runs,common in
custom wheel production favor the use of morf?. labor

int~nsive

.

methods than are used_ in producing standard steel wheels,, .21. an?
(2) most aluminum wheels, in contrast,

a~e

produced by a ccisting

process that is performed in different establishments from steel
wheels.

There are, however, some aluminum wheels that- are

produced in steel-wheel plants using
used to produce steel wheels._§/

_so~e

of . the same equipme.nt

The Petitioner indicates that

these stamped aluminum wheels are used primarily as spare wheels.
Channels of distribution.

The primary .distribution channel

for both standard steel wheels and aluminum wheels is the direct
sale to the original equipment

ma~_ufacturer ,(()~Ms)

case, the auto manufacturers.]/

in this

custom steel wheels are sold

exclusively in the aftermarket._!I/

In .terms of distribution

channels, .standard steel and aluminum wheels are closer to.each
other than to custom steel wheels .
. Customer percepti?ns.

Gonsider~tion.of

both final consumer

and OEM. perspectives highlights the difficulty of finding a
reasonable basis for subdividi_ng wheels.into separate like.
products.

Both custom steel wheels and aluminum wheels are

targeted towards consumers who.are willing to pay a

.21 Post-Hearing Brief, on behalf, of

signific~nt

Positrad~, Inc. (Positrade_
Brief) at 8-9.
·
_§/Report at.A-4. See also Post Conference Statement_ of
.
Petitioner Kelsey-Hayes Company (Petitioner's statement) ~t 10-11,
tr. at 23 (Mr. Macintyre).
_
.. _ .
1/ Petitioner's statement at 9; Post conference submission of
Rockwell International Corporation (Rockwell Submission) at 9 .
.!I/ Report at A-2.
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premium over the price of $tandard steel wheels in order to
improve the appearance of their vehicle.2./

While aluminum wheels

are standard equipment on some higher-priced vehicles, they are
optional equipment on low- and· mid-priced cars, allowing the
consumer to make the same tradeoff between price and aesthetic
value at the dealership as he can make in the aftermarket, where
both custom steel wheels and aluminum wheels are available.lo/
Since OEMs are the initial purchasers of 93 percent of all
wheels sold, they must also be considered as customers in the
wheel market.

The record shows that OEMs buy aluminum wheels and

standard steel wheels, but no custom steel wheels.11/

Apparently,

the OEM's choice between styled steel wheels (a type of standard
steel wheel) and aluminum wheels is a close call in some
circumstances.

For example, testimony shows that one long-term

contract for styled steel wheels was terminated when the buyer
decided to go "all aluminum".1.Y
Physical appearance.

Given the plethora of individual wheel

lines, there is no way to make meaningful appearance comparisons
between the different categories of wheels.

Aluminum and custom

steel wheels are usually silver in color, while standard steel
wheels can be black or silver.

2J Report at A-2 and A-4.

However, the polished and plated

Petitioner's Statement at 10.
Rockwell Submission at 10.
10/ See Rockwell Submission at 10, citing Ward's 1988 Automotive
Yearbook at 123 .
.l1J Report at A-2 •
.lY Tr. at 139-141 (Messrs. Kerr and Stein).
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appearance of most custom steel wheels distinguishes them from the
dull finish of most standard steel· and aluminum wheels.
Interchangeability.

The arguments of Petitioners and

Respondents focused on different aspects of the term
interchangeability.

Petitioner argued that steel and aluminum

wheels are not interchangeable because the latter are very
different in appearance and are-more highly pricedi3/
(specifically, aluminum wheels are, on average, 250 to 300 percent
more expensive).

Respondents countered that the gap between

aluminum and standard steel wheel prices is becoming less
important to consumers as the price of wheels ge.neral.ly declines
relative to the price of automobiles and light trucks.Mf

In

addition, Respondent argued that aluminum and standard steel
wheels are interchangeable because they are fitted to vehicles for
the same basic purpose.15/
Petitioners favor a iike-product definition that includes
only custom steel wheels.l.§/

Custom steel wheels are typically

sold at prices that fall in the gap between the prices of standard
'steel whee.is and aluminum wheels. 17 /
expensive than aluminum wheels.

Some custom wheels are more

This positioning of custom steel

wheels in the marketplace tends to undercut the argument that
pricing provides a clear basis for determining that steel and
aluminum wheels are not interchangeable.

11/ Petitioner's Statement at 9.
Tr. at 137-138 (Messrs. Kern and Stein).
15/ Rockwell Submission at 6-7.
l.§/ Tr. at 55 ·(Mr. Clark) .
W Posi trade Brief at 9 ..

W
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At this stage of the investigation, neither side has
develop~d

a convi.ncing record in support of its position on

interchangeability.

For this reason, interchangeability

considerations cannot play a large role in our preliminary likeproduct determination.
Summary Evaluation of the Like-Product Question.

This case

presents us with no ordering of the products that is stable as we
consider each of the factors relevant to our like-product
determination.

Wheels that appear to be closest in terms of one

factor are farthest apart for several of the others.

Indeed,

within a single factor such as customer perception the grouping
of different wheels varies dramatically depending on whether the
customers considered are final consumers or OEMs.
The present case may be contrasted to others in which the
Commission has faced the issue of whether a continuum of products
could be divided into separate like products.

In those cases, the

ordering of the products along some dimension was not in
question.

Rather, the issue was if, and where, to cut the

line.18/
Here, there is no "line" along which the wheels in question
can be naturally distributed.

Rather, there appears to be an

intricate multidimensional web of relationships among different
wheels.

We can find no sensible basis for subdividing such a

18/ See, ~, Granular Polytetrafluoroethylene Resin from Italy
and Japan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-385 & 386 (P), USITC pub. No. 2043 at
7-8 (Dec. 1987); Oil Country Tubular Goods from Brazil, Korea &
Spain, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-215-217 (F), USITC Pub. No. 1633 at 5
(January 1985).
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tangled web in the present record.

While we are prepared to

reconsider the like-product question in-light of the more complete
record that would become available in the event· that this matter
comes before us for a final determination, we conclude tha.t the
relevant like product in this investigation encompasses all three
types of steel wheels, and the domestic industry consists of
producers of all three types.

Domestic Industry
In view of our discussion of the like product, we include standard
and custom steel wheel producers and aluminum wheel producers in
the domestic industry.

Because the comniission ha·s traditionally

considered c.aptive producers to be a part of the domestic
industry,19/ we include Ford Motor Corp. (Ford) and General Motors
Corp. (GM), which manufacture wheels for internal consumption
only, as part of the domestic industry.AQ/. Together, Ford and GM
accounted for a substantial share of 1987 U.S. production of
wheels.21/

19/ See 64K Dynamic Random Ac6ess Memory Components from Japan,
Inv. No •. 731-TA-270 (F), USITC Pub. No. 1862 at 11, n. 18. See
also 64K Dynamic Random Access Memory Components from Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-270 (P), USITC Pub. No. 1735 at 5:. Color Picture Tubes
from Canada, Japan, the Republic of Korea and Singapore, Inv. Nos.
731-TA-367-370 (F), USITC Pub. No. 2046 (Dec. 1987).
AQJ Report at A-14 •
.£11 Report at A-15.
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Condition of the Domestic Industry
In determining the condition of the domestic industry, the
Commission considers, among other factors, the domestic ·
consumption of the product, U.S. production, capacity and capacity
utilization, shipments, inventories, employment,·and
profitability.~

our analysis of· the domestic wheel industry

was hampered by a lack of· information on the condition of
domestic producers of aluminum wheels and custom steel wheels.
Most of the information available in these investigations _is
limited. to standard steel wheels.
Some information about aluminum wheels. is available ....Both
parties agree that .the domestic market share of aluminum wheels
rose significantly during the period of investigation.• 11,/ · · By
quantity, aluminum wheels held an estimated 19. 2. percent_ -of the
total market for wheels in the first half of the 1988

mod~l.year,

more than double the 9.4 percent market share held by aluminum
wheels in the 1984 model year.

Clearly,· aluminum wheels are

increasing their sales in the u ..s market and are an increasingly
important segment of the U.S. wheel market.

Indeed, given the

price disparity between standarq steel and aluminum wheels, the
current value of aluminum wheel sales may be close to, if not
larger than, the current value of standard steel wheel sales.
t.

.

•

The data in hand for standard steel wheel producers reflect a
mixed record.

Production of st.eel wheels .declined ste·adily

n.; 19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (c) (iii).

11,/ Rockwell Submission at 5-6.

...
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throughout the period from 47.7 million units in 1985 to 44.6
million units in 1987, a decline of 6.6 percent.l!/

However, U.S.

producers' capacity increased 7 percent from 1985 to 1986,
remained level from 1986 to 1987, and declined slightly in
January-June 1988.2-2/

With an overall increase in steel wheel

capacity and a steady.decline in production, capacity utilization
deciined from 75.8 percent in 1985 to 69.9 percent in 1986 and to
66.l percent in 1987, and dropped from 72.9 percent in interim
1987 to 67.9 percent in interim 1988.1..§/
Total shipments of .steel wheels declined steadily in both
quantity and· value during the period.11./ · Shipments by quantity
(in 1,000 units) fell from 47,740 in 1985 to 45,911 in 1986 and to
43,269 in 1987, and dropped from 24,050 in interim 1987 to 22,841
in interim 1988.2J!/

End-of-period inventories declined through-

out the period from 4.3 million units in 1985 to 3.3 million uriits
in 1987·, a fall of 24.4

percent.~

Inventories were 18.1 percent

lower. in January-June 1988 than in January-June 1987.l.Q/
Inventories as a percent of shipments also declined, from 9.1 in
1985 to 7.6 in 1987, with a continued drop to 7.1 in January-June
.1988 compared with 8.4 in the corresponding period of 1987.2!/
l!/ Report at A-13.
Report at A-13-A-14 •
.£.§.! Report at A-14.
W Report at A-14-A-15.
28/ Id.
~ Production, shipment, and inventory data indicate that
domestic steel wheel producers were shipping from inventories
during the period.
l.QJ Report at A-16.
31/ Id.

·w
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The number of production and related workers producing steel
wheels declined over the period of investigation.l2}

Aggregate

operating income (before start-up expense) on steel wheel
operations rose from $49.7 million in 1985 to $63.1 million in
1986 and then fell to $60.9 million in 1987.

Operating income

(before start-up expense) as a percentage of net sales likewise
rose from 8.8 percent in 1985 to 11.3 percent in 1986 and to 11.7
percent in 1987.11/

Operating income declined from $39.1 million

or 13.7 percent of net sales in January-June 1987 to $25.5 million
or 9.8 percent of net sales in January-June 1988.2!/
Information on the domestic industry is often sparse in
preliminary investigations, but we can usually hope that it.is
reasonably representative.

In the present investigation, all of

our data come from that part of the industry that appears to be
weakest, and none of it from the part of the industry where demand
is rising.

We expect that data regarding the condition of

domestic producers of aluminum and custom steel wheels will be
developed in any final investigation.

However, based on the data

available in these preliminary investigations, we determine that
the domestic industry is materially injured.

Material Injury Caused by Unfair Imports
In making its preliminary determinations, the Commission must
ascertairi whether there is a reasonable indication of material

121 Report at A-17.
111 Report at A-20.
2!j

Report at A-20.
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injury.or threat of material·injury "by· reason of" the imports
under investigation.J...21 ·While the Commission can weigh the
evidence obtained in a preliminary investigation, it will not
reach a negative determination unless the record as a whole
contains clear and: convincing evidence of no material injury, or
.threat thereof, ·by reason of the imports under investigation, and
"no likelihood exists that contrary evidence will arise in a f~nal
investigation."36/
With respect to material injury, the statute directs the
Commission to consider, among other factors,· ( 1) the volume of
imports of the merchandise that is the subject ·of the
investiga,tion, (2) the effect of those imports on prices in the
United States for the like products, and (3) the impact of those
imports on domestic producers of like products . .17.J
Volume of Imports.

0

Imports· of Brazilian steel wheels

********* from $********** in· 1985 to $*****.***** in 1986 and $**
******* in 1987.W

Measured by quantity, Brazilian steel wheel

imports ****. from ***********· in 1985 to *********** in 198'6, and
*******·********* to *********** in 1987 ._w
With the.domestic industry defined as the
st~el

produc~rs

of both

and aluminum wheels, accurate market share information was

2.21 19 u.s.c. 1673d(b).
1§./ See American Lamb, 785 F.2d at 1001 .
.111 19 u.s.c. 1677 (7) (8).
-.
W For interim 1988, the Brazilian imports******.*·$**********,·
versus $***·****** in interim 1987 . . See Report at :A-41 (Table 13).
l.2/.Id. :For interim 1988, Brazilian imports were***********
units, versus *********units in interim 1987.
:

..
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difficult to obtain in this investigation .•. ~O/
information does indicate that Brazilian

The available

impo~ts

increasing share of the U.S. steel wheel market.

captured an
By value, the

Brazilian imports ********* their market shares from *** percent
in 1985, to *** percent in 1986, and to *** percent in 1987.41/
By quantity, Brazilian imports ********* from *** percent in 1985,
to *** percent in 1986, and to *** percent in 1987.42/

Thus, as a

share of the U. s. steel wheel market only, the B.razi:l.ian
penetration increased

betw~en

Effect on Prices.

u.s.

l985 and 1987.!1/

The price for steel wheels supplied to

auto manufacturers is included in

long~term

(usually five-

year) contracts and such contracts are rarely reopened for
rebidding • .4..!1

Even for steel wheels alone, however, the record

does not contain a nearly complete description of existing
contracts, outstanding bid quotations, and requests for bias.
any final investigation, we will seek more

detaile~

In

information on

these items.
As to the possible

e~fect

of the subject imports on domestic

prices, we note that the limited pricing data available at this
Although the Commission collected all the necessary
information on Brazilian imports, the Commission only collected
information on domestic steel wheel shipments (not custom steel
wheels or aluminum wheels). Therefore, the market share of··
Brazilian imports is overstated.
W In interim 1988, the share ********* to *** pe+cent. See id.
at A-43 (Table 14).
.
~ Id.
The share ********* to *** percent in interim 1988.
!1J In any final investigation, we will attempt to measure
Brazilian steel· wheel market snare as a percentage of steel and
aluminum wheels consumed in tpe United States. ·
·
.i!/ See Petitioner Statement at 18, Rockwell Submission at 18 &
40, Borlem Brief at 7-9, Tr. at 99 (Mr. Mccotter).
.iQj
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time indic.ate that the

Braz~lian

producers submitted the lowest

bid on several projects, while a U.S. producer was the low bidder
on other projects.

Apparently, contracts are routinely awarded to

firms other than the low bidder.

In some cases, a foreign bid

beat a lower domestic bid, while in others a domestic bid beat a
lower foreign bid.

Even where the only contenders are domestic,

the low bid did not always win the contract.

Clearly, OEM buyers

consider factors other than price and natio:r1ality in making
sourcing. decisions.

t~eir

The record contains no evidence regarding

the impact of the subject imports on the prices of aluminum wheels
produced by the domestic industry.
Although the available evidence is not complete, there is
some indication that Brazilian imports are increasing.

Therefore,

for purposes_ of this preliminary investigation, we determine that
the domestic injury is being materially injured by reason of
unfair Brazilian imports.

Threat of Material Injury
With respect to threat of material injury, the statutory factors
the Commission is directed to consider are

(1)

the nature of the

alleged subsidies; (2) any increase in production capacity or
existing unused capacity in the exporting country and the
likelihood of a signifi9ant increase in the level of imports to
the United

States;~

,(3),any rapid

incre~se

in

u~s.

market

45/ The Commission's regulations provide that it shall consider in
particular "the availability of other export markets" in making
its determination. 19 C.F.R. 207.26(d) (3).
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penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will increase
to an injurious level; (4) the probability that imports of the
merchandise will enter the United States at prices that will have
a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of the
merchandise; (5) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States; (6) the presence of
underutilized capacity for producing the merchandise in the
exporting country; (7) any other demonstrable adverse trends that
indicate the probability that importation of the merchandise will
be the cause of actual injury; and (8) ·the potential for
product-shifting.46/

Finally, to conclude that alleged LTFV

imports present a threat of material injury to the domestic
industry, the Commission must find that the threat of material
injury is real and that actual injury is imminent.

Such a

determination may not be made on the basis of mere conjecture or
supposition.47/
Price Effects.

The treatment of import volume and price

effects in our discussion of material injury also applies to our
consideration of threat.

With regard to pricing, the record

indicates that ·the period between the time a wheel supplier
provides a bid quotation to an auto maker and the time production
starts is generally one-and-a-half to two

years.~

Thus, in this

investigation, it would appear that in order for the threat of a
rapid increase in volume to.be "real and imminent," the bid
19 U. S • C. 16 7 7 ( F) ( i) (I) - (VI I I) •
47/ 19 U.S.C. 1677(7) (F).
!.§./ Report at A-33.
.i.§1
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quotation on a likely future contract would already have been
made.

The record contains conflicting information with respect,.to

any such outstanding bid quotations.49/
Inventory.

Year-end 1987 inventories of U.S. importers of

Brazilian steel wheels were higher than levels in 1985 and 1986.
U.S. importer inventories were also higher in interim 1988 than in
the same period in.interim 1987.

Even though there is a distinct

inventory trend, the nature of the wheel market argues against
placing much weight on the inventory factor in the present case.
Inventories will fluctuate whenever production of particular car
models is not synchronized with the production of wheels for those
models.

Ultimately, consumption of wheels by the OEMs is .

completely determined by the sales records for the vehicles on
which they are.used.

For this reason, inventories do not

"overhang" the general market for wheels and therefore ca;nnot be
used to gain a bigger market share.

Furthermore, there is no

evidence of any link.between inventory levels and price
_developments in the
Capacity.

marketplace~

Brazilian exporters had significant idle capacity

in 1987, a year in which their shipments to the U.S. market·felJ
due to.the deqision of a U.S. purchaser to retool production for
the model on which imported wheels were used.SO/

.i2J See, ~' Petitioner's Statement at 18, Rockwell Submission
at 18, Borlem Brief at 7.
50/ Tr. at 141-142 (Mr. Kern). However, in·interim 1988,
Brazilian exporters are reported to be operating at very high
levels of capacity utilization ....
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Subsidies.

Petitioner alleges that the subsidies involved in

this case are export subsidies.

The BEFIEX program under which

the alleged subsidies are made is a program consisting of
financial incentives for exporters. 51/

The best av.ailable

information on these subsidies mitigates in favor of an
affirmative threat finding.
Although the factors considered by the Commission in threat
cases are mixed in this instance, on balance, we believe that
there is a reasonable indication that the domestic industry is
threatened with material injury by reason of Brazilian imports.

Conclusion
Given our -determination that tpe like product in this investigation is all wheels, we find the record to be incomplete -- indeed,
unusually so as measured by other preliminary investigations.
The evidence is both sparse and conflicting.

The standard for

reaching a determination in p:reliminary investigations clearly
favors an affirmative determipation under such conditions.
Therefore, we determine that there is a reasonable indication that
an industry in the United States is materially injured or
threatened with material injury by reason of imports of steel
wheels that are allegedly subsidized and allegedly sold at less
than fair value.

51/ see Initiation of Countervailing Duty Investigation: Steel
Wheels from Brazil, 53 Fed. Reg. 32.,268, 32,269 (Aug. 24, 1988).
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VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ALFRED E. ECKES AND
COMMISSIONER SEELEY G. LODWICK
We determine that there is a reasonable indication that an industry in
the United States is threatened with material injury by reason of imports of
certain steel wheels from Brazil that are allegedly subsidized and allegedly
.

1/

~/

sold in the United States at less than fair value ("LTFV"). I.

Like Product & Domestic Industry
The Commission must first identify the domestic industry to be examined

for the purpose of making an assessment of material injury or threat of
material injury.

Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 defines the term

"industcy'' as the "domestic pt•oducers as a whole of a like product, or those
prnducers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a major
31

pt•oportion of the total domestic pt'oduction of that product." -

The

statute defines "like product" as "a pt'oduct which is like, or in the absence
of like, most similar' in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to
an fnvestigation.

1/

. .

.

-4/

19 u.s.c. §§ 1671b(a) & 1673b(a).

Material t'ctat'dation of the establishment of an industry in the United
is not an issue in this investigation and will not be discussed
fudher. See 19 u.s.c. §§ 1671(2)(B), 1673(2)(B). The F'ederal Circuit in
Amedcan Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 1''.2d 994 (r'ed. Cir. 1986) ("American
Lamb") addressed the standard for preliminary investigations. The Court held
that the Conwission may conclude that no reasona~le indication exists only if
" ( 1) the recot•d as a whole contains clear and convincing evidence that there
is no material injury or threat of such injury; and (2) no likelihood exists
that contt·ary evidence will arise in a final investigation." Id. at 1001.
21

State~

3/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

4/
19 u.s.c. § 1677(10).
90-91 (1979).

See also

s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.
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A.

Like Product

The imported products subject to this investigation at•e wheels made of
steel, whether assembled or· unassembled (i.e., including imported rims and/or
discs (wheel centers)), in wheel diameter sizes ranging from 13 inches to 16.5
inches, inclusive ("steel wheels").~/
In considering the like product question in a title VII investigation,
the Commission examines the characteristics and uses of the articles under
investigation, including the following factors:

(1) physical characteristics

and uses; (2) intet·changeability; (3) channels of distribution; (4) common
manufacturing equipment, facilities and employees; and (5) customer
•

•

61

perceptions of the articles. -

In this preliminary investigation, we considered two principal questions
relating to the definition of the like product:

(1) whether custom steel

The "article subject to an investigation" is defined by the scope of the
investigation established by the Department of Commerce ("Commerce").
commerce ha~ defined the scope of this investigation to include "steel wheels
consisting of a disc and a rim either welded or riveted together, having a
diameter.not less than 13 inches nor greater than 16.5 inches, designed to be
mounted with both tube type and tubeless pneumatic tires generally for use on
passenger automobiles, light trucks and other vehicles . . . . " 53 Fed. Reg.
32268 (Aug. 24, 1988). However, by a Memorandum to the Files dated August 26,
1988, Commerce stated that it would use the following language "in all futut·e
references in these investigations: The products covered by this
investigation are steel wheels currently provided for in item 692.3230 of the
TSUSA and currently classified under HS item number 8708.70.80. The
merchandise includes steel wheels, assembled or unassembled, consisting of a
disc and a rim, designed to be mounted with both tube type and tubeless
pneumatic tires, in wheel diameter sizes ranging from 13. 0 inche.s to 16. 5
inches, inclusive, and generally for use on passenger automobiles, light
trucks and other vehicles."
51

6/
See Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores v. United States,
Slip Op. 88-91 (July 14, 1988) at 9 (hereinafter "ASOCOLFLORES"). See also
Yuasa-General Battery Corp. v. United States, 661 F. Supp. 1214, 1217 (1987).
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wheels are .the same like produ.ct as standard steel wheels; and (2) whether
aluminum wheels are the same like product as standard steel wheels. ll

· ·. 1.

custom steel Wheels

"Custom" steel wheels are wheels that have been polished and plated,
usually with chrome, and that may be further_ finished with spokes, cut-out
patterns 9r different designs.

Custom steel wheels are purchased primarily

for their ae$thetic appeal, by consumers who want to improve the appeat•ance of
.

.

. l

8/ .

their vehic e. -

We detennine that custom and standard steel wheels constitute a single
"like product."

We note in particular that the manufacturing processes by

which custom· and standard steel wheels ace pcoduced are similar, the raw
material used (steel) is the S:':clme and the products are to a limited degree
interchangeable.

2/

Respondent Positrade Inc., a manufacti.icer of custom

wheels in Brazil, pointed. out i,:evet·al differences between custom and standard
steel wheels, including that the. former are sold exclusively to non-'OEM
purchasers and are manufactured (in general) by a different set of

u~s.

7I
·We also considered whether wheels with wheel diameter of less· than 13 ·
inches or greater than 16.5 inches are a separate like product from the
subject steel wheels. Respondents did riot contest petitioner's definition of
the like product to include only wheels of wheel diameter between 13 inches
and 16.5 inches, inclusive. Moreover, U.S. production of wheels with a
diameter of 16 .. 5 inches to 19 inches is de rninimis, as is u. s. production of
wheels with.a diameter of.between 12 inches and 12.9 inches. Staff Report
("Report") at A--15. ·Thus, for purposes of this preliminary investigation, we
define the like product to include wheels with a: wheel diameter of between 13
inches and 16.5 inches.
8/

Report at A.-2.

9/
. See Transcript of Post-Conference Hearing ("Transcript") at 55 (Mr.
Clark) ..
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producers using a production process that is more labor intensive and involves
shortet· production runs.

Positrade also noted that· custom steel wheels are

sold in a distinctly higher price range than standard steel wheels. lO/
While we acknowledge these differences, based on the information before
us in this preliminary investigation, we do not believe that they constitute
more than minor differences in physical characteristics and uses between
custom and standard steel wheels.

In light of the foregoing, we find that
'
'
11/
custom steel wheels are the same like product as standard steel wheels. -

2.

Aluminum Wheels

we determine that aluminum wheels are a separate like product from
standard and custom steel wheels.

We base our conclusion primarily on

significant differences in physical appearance, manufacturing processes and
employees, and customer perceptions; and on the fact that the
interchangeability of steel

and.~luminum

significantly higher price of th.e
The partie:; agree that

wheels is limited by the

~atter.

alumini~m

wheels are more highly stylized and thus
12/

distinct in appearance from steel wheels. -

10/

Moreover, this difference in

Post-Conference Brief of Positrade ("Positrade Brief")' at

2-3~

7-9.

11/
Our finding that standard and custom steel wheels are the same like
product is based on information available to the Commission at this time
regarding the characteristics and uses of those types of wheels. We may
reconsider our decision for purposes of any final determination based 'on any
additional information received by the cornmiss'ion relating ·to the
characteristics and uses of the two types of wheels.
12/

See Post-Conference Statement of Petitioner ("Petitioner· Statement") at
(Footnote continued on next page)

•
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appearance is reflected in customer perceptions of the two articles.
Customers are likely to select aluminum wheels based primarily on their
13/

·"aesthetic appeal." -

In addit.ion, information obtained in this preliminary investigation
indicates that the manufacturing processes for steel and aluminum wheels are,
in general, completely different.

141

Steel wheels are manufactured by

stamping and cold forming sheet steel, whereas most aluminum wheels are
manufactu1·ed by a casting process in which molten aluminum is poured into a
.

15/

steel mol.d. -

Finally, the interchangeability of steel and aluminum wheels is limited

(Footnote continued from previous page)
8; Post-Conference Submission of Rockwell ("Rockwell Submission") at 6 n.8.
§_ee 8.lso Report at A--2.
13/

Peqtioner Statement at 10.

Report at A--4. While casting is the predominant method of manufacture
for aluminum wheels, petitioner testified at the staff Conference that it had
developed a stamping process to manufacture aluminum wheels from aluminum
sheet or strip. See Report at A-4 n.l. Information obtained in this
investigation indicates that, for stamped aluminum wheels, aluminum discs
(wheel. cente'rs) may be manufactured on the same production line as steel
discs,. but that "equipment used in the production of steel rims must be
significantly modified to produce aluminum stamped rims." Report at A-4
(emphasis supplied). Petitioner: stated that, to the best of its knowledge, it
is "the only company in the world producing both steel and aluminum wheels for
passenger cars and light trucks." Petitioner statement at 10-11.' However,
with the exception of production of the relatively small volume of stamped
aluminum wheels, Kelsey-Hayes does not produce both kinds of wheels in t:he
samu plant. For· petitionei-'•s views generally see, ~. Petition_ at 3;
P-otitioncr Statement at 10; ti:-. at 23 (Mr. Macintyre). For respondent
Rockwell's views, see Rockwell Submission .at a. 9;. ti:-. at 106 (Mr. stein).
14/

15/

Rockwell submission at 8; Report at A--2-A--4.

•
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16/

by the substantially higher price of aluminum wheels. -

For example,

aluminum wheels are, on avet•age, at least 250 to 300 percent more expensive
than standard steel whel::lls (whether styled or not) and significantly more
17/

expensive than many custom steel wheels as well. iudic~tion

Moreover, there is no

that the price difference between steel and aluminum wheels is

shrinking, although respondents argued that the higher price of aluminum
wheels is

less important as the price of wheels generally declines

b~coming

.

.

.

'

18/

relat1ve to the pr1ce of the automob1le or llght truck. -

Thus, while it is true that steel and aluminum wheels are sold through
191

.
.
.
the same c h anriels o f d istr1but1on
-

an d may b e use d f or th e same purpose

(i.e., "to attach the tires to the car and allow them to propel the car down
201

the road"), -

we find that the differences (described above) between the

two types of wheels outweigh these limited similarities.

Indeed, two of the

different charactl=lristics of steel and aluminum wheels--price and
appearance---appear to be essential to aluminum wheels as a product distinct

16/
Petitioner Statement at 9. Petitioner argued that stool and aluminum
wheels
not "interchangeable" because the latter are very different in
appeat·ance and are more highly priced. Id. Respondent Rockwell argued that
the two types of wheels are "interchangeable" because both may be fitted on an
automobile or light truck for the same basic purpose. Rockwell Submission at

at•o

6.

17/
The Court of International Trade in ASOCOLFLORES, supra note 6,
acknowledged that similarity in price is a factor that may have a bearing on
the Commission's like product determination. Id. at 12 n.8.
18/
.see tr. at 137-138 (Messrs. Kern and Stein). We note that respondents
did not provide any support for this assertion. In any final investigation,
we would seek such information.

19/

Petitioner Statement at 9; Rockwell Submission at 9.

201

See Rockwell Submission at 6; tr. at 103-104 (Mr. Stein).
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feom steel wheels·.

Thus, we find for the pur-poses of this pr-eliminary

determination that aluminum wheels are a separ-ate like pr-oduct and have not .. :.
21/
included aluminum wheels within the definition of the like product. In light of the foregoing, we find for the purposes of this preliminary
determination that the like product consists of standard steel wheels and
custom steel wheels and that aluminum wheels constitute a separate like
peoduct from steel wheels.
B.

Domestic Industry

In view of our discussion of the like pr-oduct, we conclude that the
members of the domestic industt·y include both s.tandard and custom steel wheel
221

producers. -

In addition, we have included two U.S. producers, Ford Motor

Corp. ("Ford!') aud General Motor::; Corp. ("GM''), which manufacture steel wlu'!els
23/
solely for inter-nal consumption and are, therefore, captive producers. -The Commission .has traditionally considered captive producers to_ be a part of
24/
the domestic industry. -, · Moreover, together, Ford and GM accounted for a

21/
Our finding that steel and aluminum wheels are separate like products is
based on information available to the Commission at this time regarding the
characteristics and use~ of steel and aluminum wheels. We may reconsider our
decision for purposes of any final determination based on any additional
information the Commission receives relating to the characteristics and uses
of the two types of wheels.

22/
The record indicates that custom steel wheel producers add 30 to 40
percent to the value of standard steel wpeels . . Tr. at.179 (Mr. Mangels).
23/

Report at A--14.

See 64K Dynamic Random Access Memory Components f.rom'Japan, Inv. No.
731-TA-270 (F), USITC Pub. No. 1862 at 11 n. 18. See also 64K Dynamic Randum
Acce:::;s Memory Components from Japan, Inv. No. 731--TA-270 (P), USITC Pub. No.
1735 at 5; Color Picture Tubes fro~ Canada, Japan, the Republic of Xorea and
(Footnote continued on next page)

'f:_!i_I

()
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substantial share of 1987 U.S. production of steel wheels.

251

Therefore,

we have included Ford and GM within the definition of domestic industry for
the purposes of this preliminary investigation.
II. Condition of the Domestic Industry
In determining the condition of the domestic industry, the commission
considers, among other factors, the domestic consumption of the product, U.S.
pt·oduction, capacity and capacity utilization, shipments, inventories,
.

261

employment and financial performance. -

U.S. apparent consumption of steel wheels declined steadily in both
quantity and value from 1985 to 1987; and declined again in January-June 1988
271

compared with January-June 1987. -

In this preliminary investigation, we

were not able to obtain data on most custom steel wheel producers.

Therefore,

the economic indicators of the domestic industt·y producing steel wheels do not
reflect that segment of the industry.

However, we note that custom steel

wheel producers do not sell to OEM's, and they comprise less than 10 percent
of aftormarket sales of steel wheels.

Production of steel wheels declined

steadily throughout the period from 4 7. 7 million units in 1985 to 44. 6 million
unite in 1987, a decline of 6. 6 perc.ent.

Production declined again by 7. 7

pet'cent, in Januat•y--June 1988 compared with January-June 1987.

281

(Footnote continued from previous page)
Singapore, Inv. Nos. 731-·Tk-367 through 370 (F), USITC Pub. No. 2046 (Dec.
1987).
251

Report at A-8·.

26/

19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(c)(iii).

271

Report at A-12.

28/

Report at A-13.

27

· U.S. producer!3' capacity increased 7 percent from 1985 to 1986, remained
level ft"om 1986 to 1987 and declined slightly in January-June 1988 over
January--June 1987.

291

With an overall increase in capacity and a steady

decline in production, capacity utilization declined from 75.8 percent in
1985, to 69.9 percent in 1986, and to 66.1 percent in 1987, dropping from 72.9

pet"cent in interim 1987 to 67.9 percent in interim 1988.

301

Total shipments declined steadily in both quantity and value during the
. d . -31/
perio

Shipments by quantity {in 1,000 units) fell from 47,740 in

1985, 'to 45,911 in 1986 and to 43,269 in 1987, dropping from 24,050 in interim
1987 to 22 ,'841 .in interim 19S8.

321

End-of-period inventories declined

tht"oughout the period from 4.3 million units in 1985 to 3.3 million units in
33/
198 7, a drop of 24. 4 pet"ctmt. -

Inventot"ies were 18 .1 percent lower in.

January--June 1988 than in Januat•y .. June 1987.
,of

shipment~

34/

Inventories as a percent

also d1:3clined, ft"om 9.1 in 1985 to 7.6 in 1987, with a continued

·drop to 7. 1 in January .. June 1988 compared with 8. 4 in the corresponding period
of 1987.

351

The total number of employees in the domestic industry decreased overall
between 1985 and 1987, with the tiumber of production and related workers

29/

Report at A-13.

~<2/

Report at A·-13.

311

Report at A-14.

~f_/

Id,

I•

~~/

· The production, shipment and inventory data indicate that domestic
producers were shipping fro~ inventories during the period.
34/

351

Report at A· 16.
. Id.
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36/
pt.'oducing steel wheels declining at a steeper.' t'ate ..-

Aggt'egate opet'ating

income (before start--up expense'> on steel wheel opet'atlons rose from $49. 7
million in 1985 to $63.1 million in 1986 and then dropped to $60.9 million in
1987.

Operating· income (before start-up expense) as a pet'centage of net sales

likewise rose ft'om 8.8 pet'cent in i985, to 11.3 percent in 1986, climbing to
11.7 percent in 1987.

371

Operating income declined from $39.1 million, or

13. 7 pct·cent of nt:-t sales, in· January- June 1987 to $25. 5 million, or 9. 8
percent of net sales in January June 1988.
III.

381

Reasonable Indication of Threat of Material Injury by Reason of
Allegedly LTFV and Subsidized Imports
The statute sets forth a series of factors the Commission is to consider

in analyzing the issue of a reasonable indication of tht'eat of material
. .
1nJury.
-39/

Th ese. f actors at'e:

(1) the natut'e of the subsidies that have

been alleged; (2) any inct'ease in pt'oduction capacity ot' existing unused
capacity in the exporting countt'y and whether any such increase is likely to
40/
result in a significant increase in imports to the United states; (3) any rapid increase in u .. s. market penetration and the likelihood that the
penett'ation will increase to an injurious level; (4) the probability that
impot·ts of the merchandise will enter the United Statea at pt'ices that will

36/

Report at A·17.

37/

Report at A-19.

~~/

Report at A 19.

39/

19

u.s.c.

§ 1677(7)(F).

40/
The Commission's regulations also provide that it shall consider in
particular "the availability of other export markets" in making its
determination. 19 C.F.R. § 207.26(d)(3).

29
havo a depressing ot· suppressing effect on domestic prices of the merchandise;
(5) any substantial iuct·easc in inventories of the met·chandise in the United
Slates; (6) the prosenco of underutilized capacity for producing the
merchandise in the exporting country; (7) any other demonstrable adverse
trends that indicate the probability that importation of the merchandise will
be the cause of actual injury; and (8) the potential for
product- shifting.

411

In addition, in order to conclude that there is a reasonable indication
that alleged LTFV imports present a threat of material injury to the domestic
industry, the Conunission must find that the threat of material injury is real
and that actual injury is inuninent.
.

.

Such a determination may not be made on
• .

the basis of mere conJecture or suppos1t1on.

42/

~

Tho volume of imports of steel wheels from Brazil has recently
increased.

431

The mat·ket share of the subject imports also increased

dut•ing the most recent period, reaching its highest level to date.

441

Moreover, evidence in the record indicates that the level of imports and theit'
share of the u. S. market have inct·eased steadily, with the exception of what

41/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(F)(i)(I)-·(VI11).

42/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F).

43/
Report at A-30. Much of the importer and Brazilian producer data
received in this investigation is confidential. Therefore, we are unable to
characterize those data in greater detail.
44/

Report at A-31.

30

seems to have been a temporary decline in 1987.

451 46

':. 1 ·

In addition to the increased volume'of shipments, Brazilian producers'
end of period inventories for the most recent.period also were higher than for
each of the preceding years of the period of· investigation, although inventory
levels declined somewhat from interim 1987 to interim 1988.

471

In view of

the fact that the United states is, by far,. the largest export market for the
subject imports, it is likely that a large share of the inventories held in

45/
Report at A-29-A-30. The record suggests that the decline in 1987 was
related to a temporary drop in U.S. demand for the subject imports caused by a
U.S. purchaser's decision to retool production for a specific car mod•l. Tr.
at 141-142 (Mr. Kern).

We note that the part.ies agreed that steel wheels are supplied to U.S.
automobile manufacturers on· the basis of iong-term (usually flve year)
requirements contracts and that such contracts are rarely reopened for
rebidding. See Petitioner 'Statement at 18, Rockwell Submission at 18 & ·40~'
Borlem Brief at 7-9, Tr. at 99 (Mr. Mccotter). Moreover, the record indicates
that the period between the time a wheel supplier provides a bid ·quotation 'to '·
an automobile manufacturer and the time production starts is generally 1.5 to
2 years.
Report at A-33. Thus, in this investigation, it 'would appear' that·
in order for the threat of a rapid increase in volume to be "real and
inuninent," the bid quotation on a likely future contract would already have"·'·
been made. However, the record contains conflicting information with respect
to any such outstanding bid quotations. See, ~. Petitioner statement at
18, Rockwell Submission at 18, Borlem Brief .at 7. Moreover, evidence in the
record indicates that actual import volumes under some requirement contracts.
described in the Report may exceed by as much as 100 percent the amounts
specified in the contract award since the actual number of whe~ls 'manufactured
and imported depends on the sales of a particular car model. Thus, in view of
the fact that it appears that the r·ecord does not contain a. complete
··
description of existing contracts as well as outstanding bid quotations and
requests for bids, this information is not particularly probative in
determining whether, in fact, the recent rapid increa'se in u. s. market
penetration is likely to persist. In any.final inve::;tigation, the Commission
will seek more detailed information on all outstanding contracts,. bid
quotations and requests for bid.
46/

47/

Report at A-27.
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Brazil will be sold in the United States in the near future.

48/

More.over,
'·

capacity utilization levels for the Bra:dlian producers fell fc-om 1986 tp
1987,

~ugge~ting

that Brazilian producers may have substantial excess

.
49/
capacity. As to the possible effect of the subject imports on domestic prices, we
note that the limited pricing data available at this time indicate that on
several projects the Brazilian producers underbid

.u.s. producec-s, while on

other projects, a U.S. producer was the low bidder.

Nonetheless, the evidence

in the record does suggest that price depression or price suppression in
cue-rent and future contc-act bidding is likely to occur in this industry, which
is currently in a period of shrinking demand, if the current volume and
availability of imports were to continue or if imports were to increase
.

501 51/ 521

substantially. -

48/
Report at A-27 & Table 11. Moreover, importers' end-of-period
inventories rose over the period.
49/
The Report indicates that capacity utilization levels increased
substantially between inbn·im 1987 and interim 1988. Report at A-28. While
these data arc consistent with corresponding increases in Brazilian producers'
shipments, production and inventory levels, we note that those levels
demonstc-ate the ability of those producers to utilize excess capacity to
increase substantially shipments to the United States in a relatively short
period.
Motor ~mcl Corporation alleged in its post-hearing brief that
"Brazilian price quotes are presently used as benchmarks by OEM buyers to
establish pr-ices for- domestic wheel manufactur-ers." Post Hearing Brief of
Motor Wheel Cor-por-ation at 4.
501

51/
In any final investigation, we intend to request complete data on:
(1) the dates of all bid requests won (as well as any outstanding bid requests
and pr-oposals for bid) or- contr-acts awarded, (2) the dates on which shipments
began or are due to begin under- each such bid request, proposal for bid,
contr-act or contract awar-d and (3) the quantity of such shipments.
521
Commissioner Eckes notes that the r-ecord contains incomplete data on
which to assess how the bid process cover-ing existing and futur-e r-equirements
contr-acts relates to recent increases in import volumes, inventories held by
pr-oducers in Brazil, impor-ters' inventories in the U.S., and anticipated
import volumes .in the shor-t term.

32

Finally, petitioner alleged that the imported products subject to this
inve!::tigation benefit from a variety of subsidies, including subsidies
contained in programs administered under the auspices of the Commission for
the Granting of Fiscal Benefits to Special Export Programs ("BEFIEX").

531

Among other beneficial Brazilian progt·ams that petitioner alleged are:
(1) duty and tax exemptions on equipment that producers import for their

manufacturing operations; and (2) income tax exemptions for a portion of
•
pt·o d ucers I uxport earn1ngs.
-54/

Based un tho foregoing, we determine that there is a reasonable
indication that the doml::lstic industry is threatened with material injury by
rcaaon of impot·ts from Bt•azil that are allegedly subsidized and that are
allegedly sold at LTFV.

53/

Petition at 15· -16.

See also Roport at A·· 8.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATIONS
Introduction
On July 29, 1988, a petition was filed with the U.S. International Trade
Commission and the U.S. Department of Commerce by counsel on behalf of
Kelsey-Hayes Co., Romulus, MI. The petition alleges that an industry in the
United States is materially injured and threatened with material injury by
reason of imports f~Jm Brazil of certain steel wheels, 11 provided for in item
692.32 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS), that are allegedly
being sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV) and that arQ
allegedly being subsidized by th{o' Gov{-~rnment of Brazil. Accordingly,
effective July 29, 1988, the Commission instituted :investigation No.
701-TA··-296 (Preliminary), under section 703(a) of the Tari.ff Act of 1930 (19
U.S.C. § 167lb(a)). and investigation No. 731·-TA·-420 (Preliminary), under
section 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a)), to determine
whether there is a reasonable :indication that an :industry in the United States
is materially injured, or is threatened with material injury, or the
establishment of an :industry is materially retarded, by reason of such imports.
Notice of the institution of the investigations and of a conference to be
held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC,
and by publishing the no-t;;ice in the f~_Q.~.!':~J . -~~-9J~t.~..i:: of August 10, 1988 (53
F.R. 30117). ~/ The conference was held in Washington, DC, on August 19,
1988 . .11
On A1.1gust 18, 1988, the U.S. Department of Commerc:{o~ initiat{-~d ~/an
antidumping investigation to determine whether the subject merchandise is
being, or is likely to be, sold in the United States at LTFV (53 F.R. 32267,
Aug. 24, 1988). The Department of Commerce also initiated a countervailing
duty investigation to determine whether the subject m~rchandise is being
subsidized by the Government of Brazil (53 F.R. 32268, Aug. 24, 1988) .

..!/ For purposes of these imiestigations, the term "steel wheels" is

d{-~fin<->.d as
steel whe~ls (assembled or unassembled), designed to be mounted with pneumatic
tires, in wheel diameter sizes ranging from 13.0 inches to 16.5 inches,
inclusi\/e, and generally for use on passenger automobiles and light trucks in
Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) classifications l, 2, and 3 (the trucks covered by
classes l, 2, and 3, are, generally, light trucks, for example pickup trucks,
panel vans and mini-vans with gross vehicle weights of from under 6,000 lbs.
up to 14, 000 lbs.), as provided for in i tern 692. 3230 of the I~riff.._~JJ.~dl.!J_~-~.
2f_:~h~.1J.tt~.£1--.-~t..~t~--··An_!J.2.t~-t~_g__.l!_~-~z.2 (TSUSA): they are provided for in
subheading 8708.70.80 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States
(USITC Publication 2030 as supplemented).
?/ Copies of cited Fed('!..t::~..L_ligs!_s_t_~r.: notices are presented i.n app. A.
11 A list of witnesses appearing at the conference is presented in app. B.
Y These investigations were initiated by Commerce before the signing of the
new Omnibus Trade Bill; therefore these preliminary pnJceedings are not
covered by its provisions.
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fhe Commission's briefing and vote in these investigations was held on
1988.
The stati.1b:~ din~cts the Commission to make its
detonninations within 45 days after receipt of a petition, or in this case by
September 12, 1988.
S1~pt~~111l:H~r 7,

rhe Product

The steel wheels and parts thereof subject to these investigations are
wheels made of steel in wheel diameter sizes ranging between 13 inches and
16.5 inches, inclusive. These wheels consist of a steel center (also referred
to as a "disc" or spid1~r") and a steel rim that are welded or riveted
together to form a single unit. The steel disc component centers the rim
about .the axle. Once assembled into a wheel, the steel center and rim are
in~;f~parable.
The subject products are for use wit:h both tube-·type and
tubeless-typ~ tires, and are used on passen~er automobiles, light-to-heavy
duty pickup trucks, vans, step vans, and similar vehicles collectively
n~ferred to in the industry as "light trucks" (GVW classification Nos. 1, 2,
and 3) JI and an~ capabl1~ of use on other vehicles such as mobile homes,
tra:i.l1~rs, and farm f~quip11wnt.
11

Custom wheels are a subset of steel wheels. They are wheels that have
been polished and pl~ted, usually with chrome, or painted with special paints,
and which may be further finished with spokes, cutout patterns, or different
designs. Custom wheels are purchased primarily for their aesthetic appeal, by
people who want to improve the appearance of their car or light truck.
The producers of custom steel wheels generally purchase the steel rim
and/or disc and further finish them. These are usually different producers
than the produc{~rs of the steel rim itself. Custom wheel producers are, for
the most part, relatively ·s~1ll producers that do not sell to original
eqtJ:ipm1?.nt manufactunffs (OEM's) ..?./ They produce in much smaller volumes, for
the afterm;,wk{~t (such as auto supply stores and d1-~partm(-rnt stores that sell
automobile supplies). Many custom wheel producers also produce aluminum
wheels, which they consider to be custom wheels as well.

Steel wheel production occurs in three stages: (1) center or disc
production; (2) rim production; and (3) ass{~mbly and finishing.
The center or disc is produced from a hot-rolled steel sheet or strip,
usually grade SAE 1010 to 1015 low·-·carbon, high . -strength low alloy,· or a
similar grade. Clmters are stamp1?.d, which involves the cold forming of a

1/

Thl~ Motor Vehjch~ Manufacturer-s Association of the United States, Inc.,
classifies trucks by gross vehicle weight as follows:
Class 1.......
6,000 pounds and less,
Class 2.......
6,001 to 10,000 pounds,
Class 3.. .. . ..
10, 001 to 1.4, 000 pounds.
~/ Kelsey-Hayes, the petitioner, has a subsidiary, Western Wheel Corp., in
Santa Fe Springs, CA, which produces custom wheels. * * *
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round or nearly round blank to shape the basic contour of the wheel center.
The centers then undergo stamping processes that produce the final
configuration and are punched to form the vent, stud, and center holes. The
discs are stamped with the manufacturer's identification code, part
identification number, and date of manufacture. The centers are then washed,
inspected, and stored.
Rim production begins on a separate production line with coiled
low·--carbon, hot--rolled steel in the form of either in-house slit-to-width
coils or master coils that have been slit to width and recoiled prior to
deli very. The coil is pro<:es sed through a series of rollers where it is
flattened and cut to length, and the edges are conditioned. The strip is
then stamped for identification, rollformed t6 rim shape, and welded into a
hoop. The hoop is subjected to a series of intermediate steps: weld trim,
edge trim, and planishing (smoothing). The rim is then finished by passing it
through a series of press-and~roll formers, which flare and contour the rim
and impart final configuration. The rims are washed before final assembly.
Assembly and finishing are performed on a third separate line. The
center and wheel are pressure fitted together, the valve-stem hole is punched,
and the two pieces are permanently joined to form a wheel either by welding or
riveting. Welding is the pred~minant method of joining the wheel. The wheels
are then inspected and washed. Finally, the wheel is dipped into an
electrolytically <?ha.1--ged paint, spray painted on the front face if requested
by the customer, ~nd cured. If intended for the original-equipment customer,
the wheels are packE~d on rebirnable metal racks for shipment. If shipped to
distributors, the wheels are stacked horizontally and spun-wrapped on wooden
pallE~ts.

Following is a list of equipment used in the U.S. production of the
subject steel wheels:
Disc production (stamp nearly r6uncl blank into desired form, punch, and
stamp identification numbers):
presses
washing equi~nent
Rim production:
decoiler (flattens and cuts if produced from strip slit in-house)
coiler (coils hoops)
buttwelder (connects hoop seams)
presses (flares edges)
rim rollers (contours rims)
expander
washing equipment
Assembly:
presses (pushes rim over disc and punches valve-stem opening)
welder (connects rim with disc)
paint system (dips and/or sprays)
washing equipment
curing oven
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Aluminum wheels for passenger cars'and light trucks a~e usually produced
by casting. HH~se 11Jheels are chosen primarily bf:~cause of their <.'\pp(~ar·<MlC(~,
although their lighter weight has made them more appealing ln recent years as
part of car 111anufactun~rs' efforts to decrease the Wf:'ight o·f the cat" to
improve gas mileage.
Aluminum cast whe~ls ~re not commer~ially int~rchange~ble with steel
wheels except in sets of four, for r~asons of appearance, styling, and cost.
Technically, however, st~el wheels and aluminum cast wheels are
interchangeable, and use the same mounting with different wheel nuts.
Aluminum wheels are generally more expensive than steel wheels. The average
1m:i.t vallJe of shipm(~nts of aluminum wheels reported in the Commission's
questionnaire for 1987 was $**·)(·, compared with an average unit value of $·)(··)(-!(
fqr custom wh(H~ls and an averaqe unit value of $.13.09 for s1;c~el 11Jhf:'<·>.ls, Tht:~
hiqht:~I" cost of aluminum wheels is attributable to the hight:'r cost of raw
mah~r:i.al, the :increased use of raw material, and the higher cost of
manufacturing due to increased labor cost and slower manufacturin~:i m(~thods.
rhere are two m(~thods of pn:iduc:i.ng aluminum w~H?.els, by casting and
stamping. Casting is the predominant method used. Aluminum cast wheels are
produC(;'d in a foundry using a casting process that involv~~s pouring molten
aluminum into a steel mold containing the hollow shape of a wheel. After the
molten aluminum is solidified, the mold is opened and a complete wheel, fully
cast, is removed. The rough casting is then finished by machining to produce
a smooth and shiny surface. The facilities in which steel wheels are produced
·are not equipped to make cast aluminum wheels. Likewise, the petitioner's
subsidiary that produces cast aluminum wh~els cannot be used for steel wheel
production. This facility does, however, make custom steel wheels usinq a
differ(?.nt method and different equipm(rnt.
Aluminum stamped wheels are pr~duced from an aluminum sheet or strip in
much the same production process that is used for steel wheels. However,
equipment used in the production of steel rims must be significantly nmdified
to pr~duce aluminum stamped rims (on the other hand, aluminum discs can be
produced on a line dedicated to th@ manufacture of steel discs). 1/
Production of aluminum stamped wheels is small owing to the low d~mand For a
relatively higher priced product than steel wheels. Additionally, the
aluminum stamped wheels are not as attractive as cast aluminum wheels. These
wheels are used to reduce the total weight of the vehicle to improve fuel
economy. Their use is primarily as an 1.mdersiz~?.d light··--weiqht spare wheel for
a few car models. ?:../

ll Transcript of the staff conference, p. 84.
?:_/ Ibid. , pp. 23-24.
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Imports of steel wheels covered by these investigations are classified in
item 692.32 of the TSUS and statistically reported under item 692.3230 of the
TSUSA, which includes all wheels designed to be mounted with pneumatic tires.
The column 1 or most-favored-nation duty nite is 3.1 percent ad valorem. TI1e
column 2 rate of duty is 25 percent ad valorem, and is applicable to imports
from those Comnwnist countries and areas specified in general headnote 3(d) of
the TSUS.
Imports under TSUS item 692.32 are designated as being eligible for
duty-free entry under the Generalized System of Preferences; imports under
i tern 692. 32 from Braz:i. l' are not eligible for such preferential treatment. 1/
Imports under this tar.iff item are eligible for duty-free entry if dN~med to
be the product of Israel, or of designated beneficiary countries under the
Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act.
Imports of certain steel wheels from Canada are classified in TSUS item
692.33 and reported under TSUS item 692.3330, and are eligible for duty-free
entry, if original motor-vehicle equipment, under the U.S.-Canada A1.1tomotive
Products Trade Agreement.
Under the Harmonized Tariff Schedule, the subject products are classified
in subheading 8708.70.80.
Nature and Extent of Alleged Subsidies and
Alleged Sales at Less Than Fair Value

The petition alleges that there are various programs in Brazil which are
believed to be bestowing benefits on the producers and exporters of steel
wheels. One of these programs is the IPI Export Credit Premiums Program.
Under this_ program the financial institution that finances an export
transaction reimburses to the exporter a percentage of the adjusted f.o.b.
price of the exported merchandise. The program is administered under the
auspices of the Commission for the Granting of Fiscal Benefits to Special
Export Programs (BEFIEX) and petitioner believes that Rockwell-Fumagalli
receives benefits through the incentive agreement of its corporate parent,
Rockwe 11 do Brasil, which conf~~rs a countervai lab le expor·t subsidy on the sale
of Brazilian origin wheels in the United States. There are other aspects of
the BE~IEX program under which Fumagalli, thrnugh its parent Rockwell do
Brasil, is alleged to be receiving benefits, including (1) a program that
provides duty and tax exemptions for imported capital goods employed in the
production of merchandise for export; (2) a program that provides preferential
capital financing for exports; and (3) a program that provides income tax
exemptions for export earnings. The petition alleges that these three

1/ Brazil was n~moved from GSP stat1Js for TSUS ih~m 692. 32 under Exf.~cutive
Order 12204, effective Mar. 30, 1980, based on Brazil exceeding competitiveneed limits for this item.
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programs have all been found by Commerce to constitute countervailable export
subsidies in prior investigations. In addition, the petition listed seven
other programs that have appeared in other investigations involving ~razil and
which the petitioner has requested be investigated by Commerce. In its
initiation notice Co~nerce has indicated that it is not investigating the
allegations concerning the IPI Export Credit Premium or the alleged Government
Provision of Equity Capital.
The petition also alleges that an upstream subsidy is being paid or
with respect to production of the subject wheels in Brazil. The
allegation specifically cites the Brazilian producers of hot-rolled carbon
steel sheet that have been found to be benefiting from countervailable
subsidies (~~r_taU!__G~rb~_'l_~.!:.~~L.Prod~ct.Lfrom BraziL 49 F.R. 17988
(Apr. 26, 1984)). Hot·-·rolled carbon steel sheet is a basic raw material in
the production of steel wheel9. Commerce, however, did not institute on the
basis of upstream subsidy. For further information on the subsidy allegations
see the notice of institution of the Department of Commerce.
bestrn~ed

The petition alleges that, based on a comparison of the U.S. price and
foreign-market value of the subject steel wheels imported from Brazil, these
wheels are being sold in the United States at less than fair value. The U.S.
price is based on the purchase price of the imported merchandise in the United
States adjusted for various freight, tariff, brokerage, warehousing, and other
charg~~s to det{~rmine the net ex·--factory price in Brazil.
This price is
compared with the price at which the same wheel is currently being sold in
Brazil. The alleged estimated LTFV margin is 73.67 percent as shown in the
following tabulation:
Home···-markP.t pr· ice ......
U.S. price .............
Difference .........
L TFV margin (percent) ..

. $11. 81
.
6.80
.
5.01
. 73.67
U.S. Producers

Nine firms were listed in the petition as manufacturers of the steel
wheels covered in this report. These nine firms account for virtually all the
production of steel wheels and rims subject to investigation, produced by
firms that produce the wheels and rims from steel sheet or coil. All nine
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companies have provided data in response to the Commission's questionnaire.
Their pla~t locations, production, and share of total production in 1987 are
shown in the following tabulation:
-·········--- -······-···-····-····---··-···-·-··-·-··----···--·-·--··-·-··-·-·----·----····-----·--·-----------·---

f_A.r.:.~·-·-····· ·-·-···-..·..···-·-·..··-····-···---·--·--·-·-·-··--·-····-·---·-.. ·-·-·····E.J~D.t__Jgs..~.t. !.E>ll.._____-:-··_P rog_u c 9..£.IJ...______3.hi:i\..!'.:~_C) f t Qi~ 1
(1,000 units) (percent)

Accuride Corp. J/ ............ .
Central Manufacturing Co. 2/ ..
D'~xter Axle Di\lision .~/ ... ·~·'. ..
Ford Motor Co ................ .
General Motors Corp .......... .
Kelsey . -Haye" Co. ~j .......... .
Motor Wheel Corp.

~/

......... .

Norris Industries, Inc. ~/ ....
Topy Corp. 11 .......... · · · · · · ·
Total .................... .

Henderson, KY
Paris, KY
El khar-t, IN
Monroe, MI
Warren, MI
Romulus, MI
Sedalia, MO
Lansing, MI
Mendota, IL
Brea, CA
Frankfort, KY

!!I

lO(·*

*"**

*"**
·)(·)(*

*K·l(·

***
·)(·)(*

·II**

***
)(·)(· )(-

***
·>l'>E-*·

***
l(-)(*
***
***
***

*•**

)(· )( )(

)E-)(-)(-

·K*·>E-

***
ll··)(-)(100.0

1_/ Prior to

Decemb(,~r· 1986, Accuride was known as Firestone Steel Products
Division, a wholly owned subsidiary of Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron,
OH. Accuride was establis~ed as a distinct corporate entity until March 1988,
when Accuride was sold to the Phelps Dodge Corp. of Phoenix, AZ.
?/ Central Manufacturing Co. (CMC) is a joint venture between Kelsey-Hayes
('>l·K>E-); Chuo Seiki Co. ("K·)(·>E-), and Toyota Tsusho America, Inc. (')(-)(*).
CMC began
production in 1988.
~/ Dexter Axle Division is in the Transportation Products Group of Philips
Industries, Inc.
Y As of December 1986, Kelsey·--Hayes, a wholly owned subsidiary of Freuhauf
Corp., was acquired by Freuhauf Holdings, Inc. Immediately after the
acquisition, Freuhauf Holdings, Inc., changed its name to Freuhauf Corp.
§/ Motor Wheel Corp., now independently owned, was a wholly owned subsidiary
of Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, OH, prior to February 1987.
§/ Norris Industries is a wholly owned subsidiary of Masco Industries.
?_/ Topy Corp. is owned by Topy Ind1.1stries, Ltd., of Japan (·K-**) and Topy
International ('>llO(·).
!!/ Not applicable.

A discussion of individual U.S. producers follows:
_e_~_c_::u_r:j_~-~-~-C)rP....:.• Henderson, KY ...·-····Accuride produces the subject steel
wheels at its plants in Henderson, KY, and London, Ontario, Canada. On
Decc-~mber 1, 1986, Firestone Steel Products Co., a >1··)(->E- owned subsidiary of
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., was acquired by a group of private investors
and renamed Accuride Corp. In 1987, Accuride was the * * * largest domestic
producer of the subject steel wheels, accounting for approximately **"* percent
of U.S. production.
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(CMC), Paris, l<Y.···-CMC is a joint 11enhin~
K1d:;ey··Hayes Co., Chuo Seiki Co., of Japan, and Toyota Tsusho Am1~rica,
Inc., located in Paris, KY. It startc~d plant construction in s{,~ptf}mb~}r 1986,
and was substantially completed to produce steel wheels in March 1988. The
CMC plant was· ·M- ·M- )(·.
betw"~(rn

P..~.~!-~L. ~-~J~---·Q_tti_~J.9-!1.• Elkhart, IN.-···- Dexter is part of the Transportation
Products Group of Philips Industries, Inc. The principal application for
Dexter's products is on ·trailer and other towed vehicle running gear. Dexter
does not sell steel wheels to the automotive original equipment or aftermarket
segment. In 1987, Dexter was the
* * largest producer of steel whe(~ls with
·)(··)(·* percent of total production.

*

t_~..!.:..<! . .M~i<l!':... ~-9....:.. • Monroe, MI.-····Ford Motor Co. is the* -M· * largest
manufacturer of steel wheels in the United States, accounting ror -M··)(·*
of U.S. production. * * *

percc~nt

~el"!_~r~.J-~Q..to_r_s__ ~.2..!'.:.E_~-·

producer of
production.

st~}el

* *

Warren, Ml.---General Motors is the*** largest
wheels in the United States, accounting For )(··** p(~rcent of

*

!5_tl~~:.::.!:1~JL.~~~g-'··' Romulus, MI.-·-···Kelsey-Hayes produces steel wheels at its
plants in Romulus, MI, and Sedalia, MO, and in Windsor, Ontario, Canada and
Carabobo, Venezuela. It has a subsidiary in Santa Fe Springs, CA, which
produces custom and aluminum wheels. Kelsey-~ayes is wholly owned by Freuhauf
Corp. of Michigan. Kelsey-Hayes is *
In 1987 Kelsey-Hayes accounted for
·)(-M·* percent of to ta 1 U.S. product :ion.

**

~-C?.!:_9...!:~J1eel __fg_ry_:..• Lansing, Ml.-··Motor Whe(~l produces the subject sh}el
wheels at its plants in Lansing, MI, Mendota, IL, and Chathar:n, Ontario,
Canada. In February 1987, after a managf}m(rnt "buy out," Motor Wheel b(~came
independent of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., its former parent. In 1987,
Motor Wheel was * -M· * in U.S. production of steel wheels with *** percent of
total production.

N.Q!'I.is_ _Ing_~~-tr..t~ (NI), Brea, CA.--··NI is a ***· owned subs_idiary of Masco
Industries. It has steel wheels plants in Brea, CA, and Cambridge, Ontario,
Canada. * * *
Norris was the * * * largest U.S. producer of the subject
steel wheels in 1987 w:i th )(·)(-)(- percent of total production.
I.Q.P.Y ___Cq_!'.'..E.·, Frankfort, KY .--··-Topy is a joint venture between Topy
Industries, Ltd., headquartered in Japan, and Topy International, Elk Grove,
IL. Topy began operation in 1986 at its Frankfort plant, ar:id i.n 1987 was the
-M··)(·* largest domestic producer of the subject steel wheels, ~i'th )(** percent of
total production.

U.S. Importers
There are approximately 20 to 30 importers of the subject product from
around the world. Most of these are U.S. divisions of various foreign car
manufacturers, which import the subject steel wheels as replace~ent wheels for
their automobiles sold in the United States. Wheel manufacturers themselves
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are significant importers, bringing wheels into the United States from their
foreign facilities, particularly from Canada. The Commission received
questionnaire responses from 18 Firms that reported importing the subject
product. Of these, *M-)(· are U.S. wheel manufacturers, ***are U.S. car
manufacturers,*·)(* are U.S. subsidiaries of foreign car manufacturers, and·)()(·)(·
are the importing arm for foreign wheel manufacturers.
If!!P_<.?..r.1~.!'.:.~_ ... fre>~1.l..._fJ.!'.:.~.~j.J.--·- Of the 18 firms which reported importing the
subject product, 6 were importers from Brazil. It is believed that they
accounted for virtually all imports of steel wheels from Brazil.

Rockwell international is the largest importer of steel wheels from
Brazil, accounting for )(··)(·* percent of the imports of steel wheels from that
country in 1987. Rockwel 1 owns **)(· percent of Rockwe l l--Fumagal 1 i, one of the
Brazilian producers of the subject wheels. Rockwell imports wheels***
GAMMA Enterprises, Camarillo, CA. , is * * *
percent of the imports from Brazil in 1987.

It accounted for

Rim and Wheel of America, Vernon, CA, is the importer of *
Wh(?.el accounted For )(·)(-• percent of imports From Brazil in 1987.
Chrysler Corp., Highland Park, MI., reported***
direct imports (*·M··X· units) from * * * in 1987.

**

*M)(·

Rim and

It reported *

**

of

Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, MI., reported·***
Positrade Corp, of Edison, NJ., :is X·->01- percent owned by Megatrade of
Panama City, Panama, which is**·* percl~nt owned by Mangels Industrial, of Sao
Paulo, Brazil. Mangels Industrial is also )(·)(*-percent owner of Mangels Minas,
which is a producer of custom wheels in Brazil. Positrade imports these
custom whl~els into the United States for sale to the aftennarket. Positradt~
makes no sales to original equipment manufacturers (OEM's). Positrade
accounted for *** percent of imports of the subject product from Brazil in
1987.

The Domestic Market
The U.S. mark{~t for steel wheels is d:ivicfad between the OEM market and
the aftermarket. The OEM market, which consists primarily of car
manufacturers, constitutes approximately 93 percent of the market for steel
wheels. The remaining 7 percent of production is for the aftermarket; these
wheels are intended for use as replacement wh~els on cars and are sold through
dealers, auto repair shops, auto parts stores, or department stores that carry
automotive supplies .. The sale of rims is also part of the aftermarket trade.
These rims are sold to custom steel wheel producers that pl.ate them, usually
with chrome, or paint them with special paint, and weld or rivet the centers
in, for sale to auto supply stores, such as Pep Boys, or through department
stores that carry automotive supplies. Custom wheels are not sold to OEM's
for use as original equipment on cars.
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As 'mentioned, the primary market for the steel wheels subject to
jnvestigation consists of OEM's of passenger cars and light trucks. Sales of
passenger cars and light trucks (trucks in GVW classifications 1, 2, and 3)
from 1980 to 1987 and durir'lg January--June 1987 and January·-June 1988 are shown
in tab].(;' 1.
Table 1
Retail sales of passenger cars and light trucks, 1980-87, January-June 1987,
and January-June 1988
..............- .......... _..........................-.. . . . . . -......-.. . . . . . -........._.O;D__t..b.9u ~and ~--Q.f__~ri its ) .
·---·
J!..~~.r. t9..c:!. . _. . _............._............................. .J?.9..l!l~.!>..!:...t~..-·----·····-·-·--·--·--..-..--.--!l!l.£Q.r.!~~L_____..__.......-·__J_qta.!_ ____
1980. .......... . . .
198 l. . . ' ... . .. . . .
1982. ' ......... . . .
1983 .. ... . . . . . . . . .
1984 ..............
1985 ..............
1986 ....... . . . . . . .
198'7. ........ ' . . . .
January-June:
198l ..... ; ......
1988 ............

8,316
10,796
7, 727
9,270
11, 160
11,833
11, 891
10, 8'12

2,885
2,778
2,635
2,857
3,057
3,618
4,186
4,055

11, 201
13,574
10,362
12,127
14,217
15,451
16,077
14,927

5,882
5,826

1, 998
1,835

7 880
'7,661
I

-···········--·······-······-···-·····---·-····-····--------------····-···-··----------------------------·

So 1.1 r c e : E.~_9.El.9.!I'..:L~.....1.D.c:!. L<:..~:t.9.!.~.~-"·-. -·J.J-'.~----~°-:t..9..!'.:.J!..~hJ..£.!.~~~-J~.Q.lf::..-1.D. . _t h~_J!_._~.:-Ec ~no~ ,
1st quarter, Policy Analy~is Department, Public Affairs Division, Motor
Vehicl'~ Manufacturers Association of the United States, Inc (MVMA).
R'~tai l sales of pas·senger cars and light trucks increased erratically
from 1980 to 1986, then declined in 1987, with a continued declin~ indicated
in January-June 1988 compared with ·sales in January-June 1987.

Since the demand for steel wheels is derived from the demand for cars and
light trucks, one method for estimating the consumption of steel wheels is to
multiply the Figures for U.S. production of car·s and light trucks by 5 (thus
assuming that all such vehicles have four wheels and a spare). This method,
al though giving a n~asonable estimate for the overall market for wheels, would
also include aluminum wheels, thereby resulting in an overstatement of the
consumption of steel wheels alone. On the other hand, it fails to account for
wheels that are sold to the aftermarket. Consumption of wheels for the OEM
market, using this method, is presented in table 2.
On the basis of these data, consumption of wheels used in the production
of cars and light trucks declined steadily, by 6.4 percent, from 1985 to
1987. It increased, however, by 1.9 percent in January-June 1988 compared
with consumption in the corresponding period of 1987.
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Table 2
U.S. production of passenger cars and light trucks and estimated consumption
of wheels used in the production of. passenger. cars arid light trucks, 1985-87,
January-June 1987, and January-June 1988
1!:.~!!l__, ,__,_,___ , ._,___ . _......--·--··-·-..·-·---·--12...~.?.__. . . . . ___ !,,2,ElQ._,_____ ,,,_, l 9 8_7__

Production:
Cars ....................
Light trucks ............
Total .................
Consumption of wheels in
the production of-·!/
Cars ...................
Light trucks ...........
Total ................

.ll

8,185
3,173
11, 358

7,829
3,236
11,065

40,925
15,865
56,790

39,145
16,180
55,325

January-June- --·-·1987
198_8_ __

7,099
3,528
10,627

3,742
1,979
5, 721

4,011
1,817
5,828

35,495
17,640
53,135

18' 710
9,895
28,605

20,055
9,085
29,140

-Cal~ul.;tic;;·~-i~-·b,;~·ed--;;~ the production of cars and light trucks multiplied

by 5.
Source: ~COIJ.Q.!!l_!.~_ _Jn<il~~t_Q_~___Ihe _f.1.Qj:or:__\[ehi£,le_~_s Role in the U. S "-· Econof'!!Y,
1st quarter, Policy Analysis Department, Public Affairs Division, (MVMA),
except as noted.
The market for aluminum wheels is also divided, between sales to OEM's
and sales to the aftennarket, which again consists of replacement wheels sold
through dealers, auto repair shops, auto supply stores, and department stores
that carry auto supplies. The market for aluminum wheels is growing for both
the OEM market and afh~rmarket sales. Information on aluminum wheels used as
original equipment on automobiles :is available from .W.~gy___~~_!:.9m9_t_!_\I,~
Y~~_rJ?.9._()_~.~-·
The use of aluminum wheels as origi'nal equipment has im.reased
steadily throughout the period 1985-87. Aluminum wheels were used on 9.9
percent of cars and trucks in 1985 compared with 15.8 percent in 1987.
Industry sources have indicated that the use of aluminum wheels will most
likely continue to increase in the future, depending on the overall state of
the e€onomy. During a recession, for example, the use of aluminum wheels
tends to decline relative to the use of steel wheels because of the higher
price. Data on car production in the United States and Canada with aluminum
wheels as original equipment are presented in the following tabulation:

( l.L.QQQ.... ~.!.l.i.t~)

Cars produced with aluminum wheels
as _. .2.!'.:..!.9.i_na 1 .. ~9.~-~P-_me.!.l.!'..
As a percent of
( !.,__QQQ.....~J'..!i.t~.)
ca r..s__ P.. ro.<i~s.~f.!.

12,209
12,243
11, 3 25

l, 2.12
1,715
1,784

Total cars
Year
1985' ......... '' ..
1986 ............. .
1987 ............. .

P..!'.:.9..<i~.~-~.c.:!

9.9
14.0
15.8
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The Commission sent questionnaires to all the producers of steel wheels in
the United States that actually manufacture the wheel itself from steel
sheet. Questionnaires were also sent to all known importers of the subject
product from Brazil as well as all significant importers of the subject
product from other countries. Imports of the steel wheels subject to these
investigations are class:i.fi,~d as part of a larg,~r "basket" tariff :i.h~m;
therefore, official import statistics are not available. Apparent U.S.
consumption is based on the shipments reported by these producers and
importers. The information on U.S. producers' shipments and shipm,~nts of
imports from Bn~zil is believed to account for virtually all such shipments.
Import and shipment data on wheels from Canada, Japan, and all oUu,~r co1.intdes
may be understated to the extent that not all these import~rs responded to the
Commission questionnaire.
Apparent U.S. consumption of steel wheels, on the basis of quantity,
declined st~~adily thrnughout the period, falling by 9.6 percent frnm 1985 to
1987, then declining again, by 2.0 percent, in January-June 19b8 ~ompared with
that in January-June 1987 (table 3).
Table 3
Steel wheels: Apparent U.S. consumption, by sourU·}S, 1985-·87, Jariuary. ·June
1987, and January-June 1988
January·--June
~.2.~_r..f.~-- ....----..·--··-·--·----···--------..------·...-.:..19-.!!.?.. . . . . ._. ___. . . . . . . . _.!.?. ~.§................................L9-.!l..?.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ._.1.2. ~.?.....................-.. . . !..:9.. ~-~ .........,...................
. ....................... _ .............._.......-... ·----------··Q~~-".l. t...tt:.Y... . . .C. !. .1..QQQ_... Y..!::!..i..t. .sJ. . _. . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . -·-····---·--

U.S. produced ............ . 46,246
44,643
22,741
21, 536
41,439
Shipments of imports from:
*IE*
*IE*
Brazi 1 ................. .
***'
***
***
)(-)(·*
·)(·)(*
•)("**
·)(--)(-*
·)(•**
Canada .................. .
ff-)(·
Japan .................. .
**K·
***'
***'
***'
·M-**
*IE*
All other countries .... .
*'**
'***
***
Subtota 1 ............. . ---~-----·-·---.....-'-1.--····----~--·····-·---·-·..:::.J.---·-·······-··-·-·--l--········--:4 060
4 432
4 055
2 421
3 138
Total apparent
consumption. . . . . . . . . _:_~9_t]_Q.§..............--....~.. 1_Q?..:~---..-·--- 45, 4~~·-·-..-..._.f.~...tJ.2.~. . . . . . . . .-~~..t..2.?...~L. ---~

U.S. produced .............
Shipments of imports from:
Brazil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Canada. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Japan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A11 other countries . . . . .
Subtota 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total apparent
consumption .........

605,606

591,952

541,120

301,526

272,974

***

***'

*IE*

***

·)(-)(-)(-

·M-**

*IE*
i<·)(*

*IE*
·)(-)(*

***·

*IE*

*i<-)(

*IE*

·)(·)(-)(-

··----·~..! )( . . . .- -..·--·--·~--·-·----··---~~~-· . -·-------~-. ··---··-·-~---_l>_I, 590 ____
65 ,_93 l .... _.~..1.-~~ .......-22..t.3 ~!L . . . . ----~~- 1JUJ_. ·---·
663,196

657,883

606,364

340,884

322,851
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Apparent U.S. consumption of steel wheels; on the basis of value, dropped
throughout the period as well, declining by 8.7 percent from 1985 to
1987, then declining by 5.7 percent in January-June 1988 compared with that in
the corresponding period of 1987.
ste~dily

Consideration of Alleged Material Injury to an Industry in
the United States
In order to evaluate the condition of the U.S. industry producing steel
wheels the Commission sent questionnaires to nine producers of standard steel
wheels in the United States. These nine producers account for virtually all
the domestic production of steel wheels, as well as U.S. production of rims
used by custom wheel producers in their production of custom wheels.
In addition to these nine standard steel wheel producers, there are many
producers of custom steel wheels. These producers for the most part purchase
the ste~l rims and/or discs from one of the nine domestic producers or from
importers and customizE~ them, prim<>\rily using chromE-~ plating or special
paints, as well as by adding special centers or discs. These custom steel
wheel producers did not receive questionnaires. Information on the operations
of custom wheel producers included in this report (i.e .. primarily shipment
data) was provided by the producers of steel wheels that also produce custom
whE~els.
The~ limited information avi'li lable on the operations of aluminum whE~Ed
producers was also provided by those producers of standard steel wheels that
also manufacture aluminum wheels. Inforn1at:ion on custom and aluminum whE:~els,
where available, is presented separately. All nine of the producers of
standard sb~E-~l wheels rE:~sponded to the Commission questionnaire.

Production of steel wheels declined steadily throughout the period from
47.7 million units in 1985 to 44.6 million units in 1987, representing a
decline of· 3.2 million units, or 6.6 percent. Production declined again, by
7.7 percent, in January-June 1988 compared with that in January-June 1987
(table 4).
Aver<;i.ge . ···for-·pE-~riod capac :i ty increased from 62. 9 mil.lion uni ts in 1985 to
67.5 million units in 1987, representing an increase of 7.2 percent, then
declined by less than 1 percent :in January-June 1988 compared with that in the
corresporu1ing period of 1987. The increase in capacity :in 1986 was
attributable to the * * *
* * *
The drop in average capacity in
January-June 1988.was attributable to declines by*** while***·
With the steady decline in production and the overall increase in
capacity, capacity utilization declined steadily throughout the period from
75.8 percent in 1985 to 66.1 percent in 1987. Capacity utilization continued
to fall in January-June 1988, reaching 68.0 percent compared with 72.9 percent
in January-June 1987.
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Table~

I\

Steel wheels: U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization, 1985-87,
January-June 1987, and January-June 1988
l~!'.l_l:l~.CT.=LL!D_e_____ _

J..t..g'!l........-..---··-·-·-··--··--··. -····-----·----·----·--··-·--··-·!J-~.?..______. .___,_J_9_l!L______ 1987________19 8 7 --·--- 19 8_!_____
Production (1,000 units) ... 47 723
Percentagf~ change ........
!/
Cap<>lc:i ty (1,000 uni ts). ; ... 62,948
Percentage change ........
!/
Capacity utilization
(percent) .........
7~>. 8
I

)j

24,518

47,036
-1.4
67,338
+7.0

44,553
-5.3
67,450
+0.2

33,634

22,633
-7.7
33,309

1/

-1.0

69.9

66.1

72.9

67.9

!/

Not a11;;d. lable.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

U.S. producers' total shipments of wheels declined steadily throughout the
period from 47.7 million units in 1985 to 43.3 million units in 1987,
representing a drop of 9.4 percent. Shipments continued to decline, by 5.0
percent, in January-June 1988 compared with those in January-June 1987.
Domestic shipments * * i<· by *** mil.lion units, or*** percent (table 5).

*

The value of domestic shipments followed the same trend as quantity,
**
by ***· pf:1rcent from 1985 to 1987, then dropping by *** percent in January-June
1988 compared with the value of shipments in the corresponding period of
1987. The average unit value of these shipments i<·
i<· from $*** in 1985 to
$->O<·X-· in 1986, then x- ·X- ><- to $->(-)<>!- :in January-June 1988.

*

Two domestic. producers, Ford and General Motors, use all of their
of steel wheels in the manufacture of their own cars and light
trucks, therefore intra/intercompany transfers are significant, accounting for
betw{~en ·)(·)(··X- and ·)(··)(->!- pE-~rcent of U.S. producers' total shipments.
Intracompany
transfers * ·)(· ·K· steadily from*)(··)(· million units in 1985 to**·*· million units
in 1987, a ·X- K· * of KKX- pfH'cent. Intracompany trans Fers then
·M- * by K**
percent in January-June 1988 compared with those in January-June 1987.
pr~duction

*

The value of intra.company transfers * * * from 1985 to 1987, then * * * by
*** pE-~rcfrnt in January-·June 1988 compared with the value of such transfers
during the corresponding period of 1987. The unit 11alue of these intracompany
transfers * * -M· from $-M-X--M· in 1985 to $***· in 1987, then * * -M· to $*** in
January-June 1988 compared with $*** in January-June 1987.
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Table 5
Steel wheels: U.S. producers.' shipments., by types, 1985-87, January--June
1987, and January-June 1988
-·-..-··-·-··-·-------·--·---·-·------·-----·-·-------------------·- - - · - - - - - - -

·-

.
;[aQ~~n=June____ _
I.l'.P_~_.Q.f_..~Jl.!.P..!!!g_i::i_t.:_._.._,_,_ ..._ . __ ,___ ,_, ____.1.2-8-X>.._._. ,___ . _,_!.2-8 6 _. ___l 9 8 7 ..._..___ 19 8 7 _ . _
19 8 8 -..-.. ----·..·----·---~..:___ ._. __ ..___._..Q.~a_IJ.t i

Domestic shipments ........
Intra/intercompany
transfers ...............
Export shipments ..........
Total .................

.

Domestic shipments ........
Intra/intercompany
transfers ...............
Export shipments ..........
Tota 1 .................

.

.
.
.

.tt s.L_____________ _

~.Ll..L OQQ_~n.

***
***

***
. ***
830
1 ***
_1_.d.9-~--------·!_,_2 6 8·--~47, 740

45,911

43,269

***
***
933
24,050

***
***
Ll_.Q_5_
22,841

***

***
***
***
***
***'
***
'~
***
***
_.?._3. . L.Q.~_2._. _____......_.!J._.tlJ.._6-_. _. __f.?_J_~L-. . ---1..~.LJJ.l ____.!.M!..!.___

.
.
. 628,646

611,185

566,457

317,803

291,.385

. -..--··--·. . -.. ,. .::.':. __. _lJ..l'..l.J.~-. ~-~l~-~-J..9.gJJ_~.r.~.-.P..~ r_..Y.r.:iJ_~2.. . -----··-··---·-····---·. Domestic shipments .. .' ...... $
$
$
*** $ ***' $
Intra/intercompany
transf~~rs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*IH(·
***
*-M*
***·
Ex po rt shipments I• • • • • • ' • • • • __J_?._:.~_2-_____,____.!.~:...!.?____. l~_!-2.~---------t~...:. o~...___!_i:.._1_! __
Average................
13.17
13.31
13.09
13.21
12.76

***

***

***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires ·of the
U.S. International Trad~ Commission.

Export shipments accounted .for between 2. 8 and 5 . 7 .percent of total
shipments by U.S. pr·oduc<~rs. Exports declined 1.5..1 percent from 1985 to 1986,
then increased by 43.4 percent in 1987. Exports increased by another 39.9
percent in January-June 1988 compared with exports in January-June 1987. The
principal export market is Canada, witb shipments going to either related.
companies or to OEM's.
The value of export shipments declined from 1985 to 1986 by 16.5 percent,
then increased by 31.7 percent in 1987. The value of exports increased by
40.4 percent in January-June 1988 compared with.the value of exports in
January-June 1987.
· No domestic producer reported shipments of wheels under 13 inches in
diameter, and only one domestic producer reported negligible shipments ('KX-l(-)
of wheels greater that 16.5 inches in diameter.· .
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Two producers of stand~rd steel wheels also reported shipments of custtim
1/. Th£.~s'~ figun~s are shown in the following tabulation:

wh(~(ds.

Period

1985 ...............
1986. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1987 ........... ' ...

Unit value

Value
<L.QQ_Q_ .9.-2..1.L~r.. ~.)

·····-·-············-·····-····-·····-····-

lOOE-

·)HOC-

$>00(-

*K-1(·

***

**-K·

-)(--)(*

·)(·)(-)(·

**IC·

***
·)(··)(-)(-

····-·--·-·---··--

·)0(·*

(9.QJJ~r.::-~L.~~.r.:i_u·:: )

January-June--·····
198i•............. ·***
1988 ............ *->Hf.

-M··)(-)(-

Two producers of steel wheels that also produce aluminum wheels reportf~d
their shipments ~f ~l~minum wheels. ~/ These figures are shown in the
following tabulatio~:
Value

Unit Value
T~2II~r.::~Z~riJ.J:)

c1_,_QQ.Q__9_9JJ~..r:.~)

1985 .............. .
1986 .............. .
1987.' ' ............ .

January--June:
1987 ............ .
1988 .. ' '. ' ' ' ... ' '

$*K-)(·.

***
***
***
·><-><-*

·)( )(·)(-

·)(-)(*

***
***
)(-)(··)(-

End-of-period inventories declined throughout the period from 4.3 million
units in 1985 to 3.3 million units in 1987, a drop of 24.4 percent (table 6).
Table 6
Steel wheels: U.S. producers' end-of period inventories, 1985-87,
January-June 1987, and January-June 1988

--··----···-··--------··---·-·-··------·-------------------------------~.2.~_rce___________

19 8 5

Inventories (1,000 units) .. 4,337
Percentage.change .......
.!/
Inventory-to-shipment
ratio (percent) .........
9.1

19 8 6

1a·Q.~-~ii~_:J..ii6~~~-

-~=-~:~:=

··-· 19 8l___ _ 19 8 7___________1_~ 8__________
3,280
-14. 5

l,974

-·11. 5

11

1,616
-·18 .1

8.4

7.6

'!:_/ 8.2

?:/ 7. l.

3,837

----·------------------------------·--!/ Not available.

ZI Based on annualized shipments.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission .

.!/ ·)(- ·)(-

*

?./***
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Inventories dropped by an additional 18.1 percent in January-June 1988
compared with inventories in January-~~ne 1987. Inventories as a percent of
shipments also declined, from 9.1 in 1985 to 7.6 in 1987, with a continued
drop to 7.1 percent in January-June 1988 compared with 8.4 percent in the
corresponding period of 1987.

The total number of employees in establishments producing steel wheels
increased between 1985 and 1986, from 9,536 workers to 9,743 workers, then
declined between 1986 and 1987 to 8,758 workers. Overall, the number of
workers declined 8.2 percent between 1985 and 1987. The number of production
and related workers producing steel wheels declined at a much steeper rate,
falling from 3,304 workers in 1985 to 2,600 in 1987, representing a decline of
21.3 percent for that period. The number of hours worked declined steadily as
well, falling from 7.3 million hours in 1985 to 6.0 million hours in 1987, or
by 18.l percent. Hourly wages rose slightly during this time, from $15.29 in
1985 to $16.09 in 1987, representing an increase tif 5.2 percent. Overall
wages and compensation paid declined during this time (table 7).
T<'lble 7
Total employees employed in the establishments within which steel wheels are
produced, production and related workers producing steel wheels, and their
hours worked, wages paid, total compensation, wages per hour, productivity,
and unit labor costs, 1985-87, January-June 1987, and January-June ~988
.J.:~IJ~.~.".:Y::.J.~IJ~ ............................._

H.~!'l........... _

. . . . . . . . . . _........ _._. __ . ._...........__. . . . . . ._J2..~..?.................................J-~~.§..........__ ............12.~L........ -.. . _.......!2. ~.Z... . . -·-·-·. . J..:~!3-~--···-·---. ·-

9,536
Total {~mploy{~es ............
Percent change ...........
11
Production and related
workers ................. 3,304
Percent change ...........
.1/
Hours worked (1,000 hours).
7, 347
P{ffcent change
.!/
Wages paid (1,000 dollars). 112,317
PE-~rcent change ...... ·; ...
.!/
Total compensation (1,000
dollars) ................. 132,226
Percent change ...........
..!/
Wages per hour ............. $15.29
Productivity (units
per hour) .................
6.50
Unit labor costs ...........
$2.'77

II

ruotavaT.fa~-------------

9, 173

8, !)50
-·6. 8

9,743
+2.2

8,758
-·10. l

3,010
·-8. 9
6 79~)
··-7. 5
105,510
--6. 1

2,600
-13. 6
6,015
--1.1. 5
96,795
-8.3

123,049
--6. 9
$15.5j

105,267
-14.5
$16.09

$16.89

50 898
-10.9
$16.46

6.92
$2.62

7.41
$2.36

7.88
$2. 33

8.23
$2.25

I

1/
2I

72~)

.!/
3,126

.1/
52, 63~)

v

57,134

.V

2,244
-17.7
2, 7~>0
·-1.1. 8
45, 2.80
-14.0
I

. ----·-·----·---·-----------·--·--------·---------·-----

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Total employees drbpped 6.8 percent in January-June 1988 compared with the
number of employees in the corresponding period of 1987. The number of
production and related workers for steel wheels dropped 17.7 percent and the
number of hours worked declined by 11.8 percent from that in the previous
year. Hourly wages, total wages, and compensation paid declined.
Labor productivity, measured in units per hour, increased steadily from
6.50 in 1985 to 7.41 in 1987.
At the same time, unit labor costs fell from
$2.77 per wheel in 1985 to $2.36 in 1987. Productivity continued to increase
in January-June 1988, measuring 8~23 units per hour compared with 7.88 in the
corresponding period of 1987. Unit labor costs decreased, however, to $2.25.

Seven of the domestic producers indicated in the Commission's
qLH>.st:i.onna:i.re that their steel wheel production workers were represented· by
unions. These producers were***
In its questicinnaire, the Commission also requested U.S. producers to
provide detailed information concerning reductions in the number of workers
proclucinc,:~ steel wheels, from January 1985 through June 1988, if such
reductions involved at least 5 percent of the workforce or 50 workers. A
summary of these layoffs is presented in the following tabulation. Six firms
r(~ported such layoffs.
Not all layoffs were permanent. All instances of
layoff~ resulted from a reduction in the volume of production or loss of
sales, with three exceptions. *
*:

*

_________ _________

_..........................................._........---·--··--·-·..·--·-·-·-..·--·-.. _..___ _______________________________
..
No. of
fJ. !'.:!'!.................- ...·--·----... Wo_rk ~-~--.......Rat'L............ _______ Ou rat i Q.D______ ..~spn

.....

,,

)(·

*

,,

*

*

*

*

··--·-··-····---·····-·--··········----···-··-··········--····-·-·-·--·-······---·····--·-------···-----·-·-··------··----·---·-----·--- ·-----

Eight U.S. producers, accounting for *** percent of reported prodl.1ction
of steel wheels in 1987, fur·nished income-and-loss data on their steel wheel
operations as well as their overall establishment operatiQns. 1/ * * *, which
accounted for x-x-x- perc{rnt of production of steel wheels in 1987, also provided
financial. information. It reported however***· Thus its data are not
included in the aggregate industry data but are presented in a separate
tabulation. Topy Corp. started production of steel wheels in * *
Central
Manufacturing Co. was in "startup" mode from ·><- x *

*

1/ These firms are

***
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.~!:_g_e l__ ~.h~-~J__.2.p_er~ti.2.!J.~ ...·-The income·-and--loss data on steel wheel
operations are presented in table 8. Total net sales of steel wheels declined
by 7 percent from $563.3 million in 1985 to j522.6 million .in 1987. During
the interim period ended June 30, 1988, such sales fell by 9 percent to $261.0
million, compared with $286.2 million in the corresponding period of 1987.
Company transfers accounted for about
to
percent of total net sales
during the period covered under the investigation. The majority of the
company transfers were reported by * * *· * * *
Steel wheels are valued on
a * * * basis when transferred to other plants or divisions of the * * *
A
plant official indicated that the transfer price is * * *·

***

***

Aggregate operating income, before start-up expense, on steel wheel
operations rose from $49.7 million, or 8.8 percent of net sales, in 1985 to
$63.1 million, or 11.3 percent of net sales, in i986 and then dropped to $60.9
million, or 11.7 percent of net sales, in 1987. During the interim period
ended June 30, operating income declined from $39.l million, or 13.7 percent
of net sales, in 1987 to $25.5 million, or 9.8 percent of net sales, in 1988.
Topy Corp. and Central Manufacturing Co., which entered the steel wheel
industry in 1986 and 1988, respectively, reported start-up expenses.
Aggregate operating income after startup expense * * *

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table 8
Income·-··and·-·loss experiencf~ of U.S. producers on their· operations produc :i.ng
steel whf.~els, accounting years 1985·-·87 and intedm periods <~nded June '.JO,
1987, and JuAe 30, 1988
---·--·----··--·-·-··-------------------------------------------------------·-·------·--·---------··--·--··--'·-------:rr;·:t;-;~··r:Tffi·-·p-e-r:I0C1·--·-·

~n.9_~:.J~.r.i.~._..)_9.:.:::::.: ...._. .
Item
1985
1986
1987
1987
1988
---.-·--·--------------·---·------··----·-·---------·-------------·-------·-----·-----·-----·--··-··-·--·-·--·--·-·····------··-··-------······-

Net sales:
Trade ................ .
Compa~y transfers .... :
Total ...· ........... .
Cost of goods sold ..... .
Gross profit ........... .
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ............... .
Operating income before startup
expense .............. .
St~rtup expense ....... .
Operating income after
startup expense ..... .
Depreciation and amortization included
above ............... .
Ci>lsh-flow .!I· .......... .

-·---·-·-·--·----JL<!1u~-----0. .t..9.9..9 do 1J..•~x-..~l. . .-.. .···---·--------··---------..---···-· ............

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

·)(-)(-)f
----·-----------·-·-·-··-----·--··-·--···-..·--·-···-·----··-·--·--····-··---·-··--···-·····-···-··--·-·····--563, 3l6
557,068
522;564
286,160
261,013

!9 227...Q..___.....:.~-~LL~-6-.~----·---~.F.2_?.J_. __,______________~~-5. t_QZi________~?.iLJ_§~
70,546

89,205

84,793

51,086

36,251

49,668

63,134

60,891

39,107

25,487

"***
***

**If-

~"**

•***

·***
**!(·

***

***
"*** . ·-··---·--····---·---K:*i+-···---···-··-----..
***
***.)(*-·····-·---····------·:M**
-K**
--------***°-----····---***-.
------···-:-x:'
____. ______fil~a ~-.9..f_.ne.t2~J-~_:! ___.(P.~ r_~~IJ..tl__. ,_._________________

Cost of goods sold ......
Gross profit .............
General, selling, and
administrative ex-penses ................
Operating income before startup ex-·
pense .................
Operating income after
start-up expense ......

87.5
12.5

84.0
16.0

83.8
16.2

82.1
17.9

86.l
13.9

3.7

4.7

4.. 6

4.2

4. l

8.8

11. 3

11. 7

13.7

9.8

-------***

***

***

-------***
***

Number of_ firm!!__ report..il'.l9......_. __
Operating losses ........
Data ....................

*"**6

•)(**
7

***7

•*•)(*

)(-M-*

7

8

. ---------------------------··-----------------!/ Cash-flow is defined as operating income or (loss) plus depreciation and

amortization.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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* * * transfers * * *· A company representative
transfer price is established * * *·

11

explained that the

Hence, the data of * * * are not included in the aggregate industry data but
are presented in the following tabulation:
Interim period
.~D.9.~9. ...l.~~ng_~.9:.:=-·-

.!.:t~.l!l----··········-·······--· ···--·--······--···-·· ···-·· -·······--·!9-.8...:.'L _______ ...............L9J!.§._____........-..·--····-··--1.2.~1-.-···········--··----------1..?._~z______________ J_9.1J.~---···-

Steel wheel operations:
Net sales (1,000
dollars ........... ***
Operating income or
(loss) (1,000
dollars ........... *K-)(·
Operating income or
(loss) margin
(perc~~nt) ......... *K-)(·
ov,~ral l establishment
operations:
Net sales (1,000
dollars ........... **)(•
Operating income or
(:Loss) (1,000
dollars ........... ***'
Operating income or
(loss) margin
(percent) ......... **•)(Ratio of steel wheel
sales to establish-·
ment sales (percent) .. ***

-1(-1(·)(·

***

***
***

***·

***'

***
**)(-

**)(

*·)(-·)(·

***

***•

***

***'

***

Qy e i:.~1L..~ s tahlJ..:!.bm~!J.:t...Q.P-e ra 1:.i<?D. 5-.. -·-··Inc ome-··and-· loss data for U. S .
producers' establishments within which steel wheels are produced are shown in
table 9. Five out of eight firms produce only the subject steel wheels in
their establishments. The share of total sales accounted for by steel wheel
sales declined from 57.0 percent in 1985 to 41.6 percent in the interim period
ended June 30, 1988. Overall establishment net sales rose by 10 percent frurn
1985 to 1987 and from interim 1987 to interim 1988, whereas steel wheel sales
declined during those periods. The trends for establish1m~nt operating income
margins are similar to those for ste,~l wheel operations during the period
covered by the investigation. The operating income margins on the
establishment operations were lower than those for steel wheel operations
during the reporting period except in interim 1988.

!/ Te le phone conversa Li.on with

* * *·

on

*· * *
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Table 9 ·
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their overall establishment
operations within which steel wheels are produced, accounting years 1985-87
and interim periods ·ended June 30; 1987, and June 30, 198~

-

-·---------------------

----·--- .. -- ..----·-·-·--..-----·-·---·.... ...-·----....-·--·-·-----·------..

Interim period
end~c;l June 30I .t..~!!l. .-.. .·--------·-------..---·--·---·- 19 s.§__ _ _._____!.2!§...______19 8.Z.._ _ _ _!_98 7
198 8
Value (1, 000 do liars)
Net sales: ............. .
Cost of goods sold ..... .
Gross profit ......... ~ ..
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ............... .
Operating income ....... .
Start-up expense ....... .
Interest expense ....... .
Other income or
(expense), net ....... .
Net income before income
taxes ................ .
Depree iation and amor·tization included
abO\/e ........ '........ .
Cash flow J/ ........... .

988,140

1,021,814
874~L __ __!L84~
136,862
113 163
I

1,090,469
9271497
162,972

568,253
4761465
91,788

626,731
5341346
92,385

331683
79,480

361497
100,365

391018
123,954

191298
72,490

191381
73,004

***
*-M*

***
***
***

***
·M-M*

***
·M->Hf

***

***
***
***

***

***

79,156

87,706

111,281

65,875

67,843

271568

301426

351345

19_~_1 ..Z.~4. _____tH...L.!J 2 -·--1.~-~....t.9._2 6_._

181261
171534
851371
841 136 ___

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..... .
Gross profit .. ·......... .
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ............... .
Operating income before sta~~-up expense .. ·:: ............ .
Oper~ting income after
startup expense ...... .
Steel wheels net sales ..

Operating losses.
Net losses.
Data.

..

88.5
11.5

86.6
. 13. 4

85.1
14.9

83.8
16.2

85.3
14.7

3.4

3.6

3.6

3.4

3·. 1

8 .0

9.8

11. 4

12.8

11.6

***

. ff*·

***'

***

***

*•)(*

·)(-)(•*

·)(-)(*

·M-M*

***6

***7

***

***7

*"*
***8

__5J_,'...Q_________21...:2____ _1Z..:...L

7

__
5Q_:_i_____
. _4.J_:..§

ll Cash-flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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1.D_~_es_tl!l~_n!::._.1.!J_2.1:.9..Q~.£.!:..iv_g __f~cUJ_:ties .··-·--Nine U.S. producers provided data
relating to the valuation of prpperty, plant, and equipment used in the
production of all products in their establishments and that used only in the
production of steel whe~ls. These data are presented in the following
tabulation (in thousands of dollars):

1985 .........................
1986 ..................... ·....
1987 .......... : ..............
As of June 30 ··1987 .......................
1988 .......................

All establishment
.2ro.Q.!_.!c t:.L __:_·--·--

Steel wheels

Original
s;_ost

Book
val.I:!~

.£..0 s !!

Book
value

.
.
.

818,921
876,805
895,367

432,878
429,239
460,467

266,987
320, 381
331,854

128,169
167,447
193,081

.
.

852,849
902,173

451, 007
418,511

305,269
336,299

177,835
188,480

Original

The increase in fixed assets valuation of steel wheels reflects the
made by * ·* ·*. ,The assets of * ·* *
On .the other hand, ·* -M· ·*

investm~rnts

9.P..~r..:~Ji.r.:i9. . _r..:.~.!:.~.....<?..f.... r..~.t-~n. . .Q.!J_.f..t~~.£....~-~.~~!:.~.. - To prov id e an add it i ona 1
measure of profitability, th~ ratios of operating income or (loss) before
startup expense to the book value of property, plant, and equipment (i.e.,
return on fixed assets) employed in the production of all establishment
products and for steel wheels are shown in the following tabulation (in
percent):

Interim period
~.Dd e.<! .. J°.Y..!l~__ ..:'t.<2.:=:.
.!.t_~l!)·-·····-·--··--·-···-······-·-········-··----·······-·-·---·-···-..······-·-······---·········----·----···-··-·-··-J.2.8-?...___,__ ..,.... .-1-~.?-~-···--·---··JJ_~.z_., _____J_2..?J~--·-·--_!2.~-~......Return on fixed a!; sets: 1/.
Overall establishment operations ..
Steel wheel opc~rations ........... .

11

40.7
42.2

45.3
45.9

44.6
37.3

29.6
27 .4

26.7
l.6.1

·---·-------

Defined as operating income or (loss) before start-up expense divided by
book value of fixed assets. Aggregate book value of both .establishment and
steel wheel assets are adjusted for the amounts of construction-in-progress
for 2 new plants, one in 1986 and another in interim 1988.
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g~_E.i:t~.L~~.E.~n.~_i:t.~r~~---~D.Q.. __ r~se~rc_i:_,_~!!~:L...<t~_ve loE?_'!)_en~~e~P.erisej. -···Nine U.S.
producers supplied data concerning their capital expendit~res and their
research and development expenses i~ connection ~ith all p~oducts manufactured
in their establishments and, separately, for steel wheels. These data are
shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):

Capital
~~£~D.~1J.:t_y_re ~--··--··-

1985 ........................ .
1986 ........................ .
19~7 ......... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A11 estab-lishment

Steel

.E.!':.Q.9_~_<;._t.'..~

~.b.~~l-~

41,384
62,993
60,850

32, 323
45,3"72
39,937

Research and
dey~J_9..E.?.!l).~_r.:t1 ·--~~P~!!~_e..~.
All estabSteel
li.shment
~_h_~_g_J~
.P.!:9_c!~J.:J::. ~
12,896
12, 872
12,668

9,509
9, 108
9 304

6,210
6,414

4,443
4,135

I

Jnterim period ended
June 30·--··
21,153
13,892

1987 .................... .

1988 .................... .

*

*

15,576

7,028

*

*

*

*

Infonn.at:ion on the industry's i:.\bility to rai!ie capital :is presented in
app. C.
The Qaestion of Threat of Material Inju~y
to an Industry in the United States

Section 771(7)(Fj(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i))
provides that···In deter~ining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales fbr
importation) of any merchandise, the Commission shall consider,
among other relevant factors _!/ ···(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may· be presented
to it by the administering authority as to the nature of the subsidy
(particularly as to whether the subsidy is an export subsidy
inconsistent with the Agreement),
IT-s.ection --:/7l(7) (Ff( ii) of the act ( 1·9u-~-5y-··r-1-6'/1(ifCF}f{Tf)"-j:)roi/}de.sthat-·
"Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in the
United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the basis uf
evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is
imminent. Such a determination may not be made un the basis of m~re
conjecture or supposition."
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(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity in
the exporting country likely to result in a significant ~ncrease in
imports of the merchandise to the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetration and the
likelihood that the pem?.trat:ion will incn~ase to an injurious levf>.l,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter the
United States at prices that will have a depressing or suppressing effect
on domestic prices of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in
United States,

inventorie~

of the merchandise in the

(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the merchandise
in the exporting country,
(VII) ~ny other ~em~nstrable adverse trends that indicate the probability
that the· importation (or sale for .importation) of.the merchandise
(whether br not it is actually being imported at the time) will be the
cause of actual injury, and
·(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production facilities owned
or contra 11,>.d by the foreign manu Fae tu re rs, which can be used to produc1~
products subject to investigation(s) under section 701 or 731 or to final
or~ers under section 736, are also used to produce the merchandise under
investigation.
Information on the vol1fme, U.S. market penetration, and ~·w1c1ng of
imports of the subjc>.ct m£-~rchandise (items (Ill) and. (IV) abovf?.) :is pn~sented
in the section entitled ''Consideration of the causal relationship between
imports of thf?. subject merchandise and the allegE~d injury." Item I is
discussed in the section of the report deali~3 with the nature and extent of
al lf~ged subsidies. The available information on fondgn prodl.lcers' op1·H«il.tions
(items (II) and (VI) C\bove), "product shifting" (item VlII), and on U.S.
inventories of the subject product (item (V)) follow.

There are two producers of steel wheels in Brazil listed in the petition,
Rockwell-Fumagalli (Fumagalli) and Borlem S.A. Empreedimentos Industr'iais
(Berl.em). _!/

11 The petition listed a third producer FNV-Veiculos E Equipamentos S.A. (FNV)
as a "prospective" producer of the subject product in Brazil. CounsE~l on
behalf of FNV stated in a postconference bri~?.f that "FNV has nevPr 1::11"oducc>d
·Wheels for passenger cars and light trucks and has no :intention of do:in~~ so."
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Fumagalli, headquartered in Sao Paulo, Brazil, is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Rockwell International Corp., located in Troy, MI. Fumagalli is
the
* * producer of steel wheels subject to investigation in B~azil. Nearly
all of the steel wheels produced by Fumagalli and exported to the United
States are
* for ihe original-equipment market.

*

* *

Borlem is another*** producer of vehicle wheels in Brazil. Borlem's
product lines incl~de (1) steel wheels for passenger cars, light trucks, heavy
trucks, and agriculture equipment (tube type), (2) aluminum wheels, and (3)
tubeless steel disc wheels and demountable rims.
Information on production, capacity, and capacity utilization of these
companies in Brazi 1 is pn~sented in tii\ble 10. The combined capacity for the
companies remained**·* throughout the period at **iC· m_illion units.
Production
* ·M- from 1985 to 1986, then * * ·X- in 1987. Production for the
two companies * * * again in January-June 1988 compared with thii\t in the
corresponding period of 1987. Capacity utilization*** from ·X··X* percent in
1985 to -K·** percent in 1986, then M· *·*to**'* percent in 1987. Capacfry
utilization
* to M-*-lt percent in January-June 1988 compared with ·X-·**
percent in the corresponding period of 1987.

*

* *

Table 10
Steel wheels: Prod~ctiqn, capacity, and capacity utilization of Borl~m and
Furnagalli, 1985 . ·-87, J1~nuary--June 1987, and January·-June 1988
--····-·-··-·--··-··--·-··-·····-··-···--·--·..-·---·--·--·····---···-·-···----·--··--·---·-·-··---·-----·-··-·----

------..-·---

-~2nu_¥....Y.=J..1!1'.le-=--· . -·. ·-·~.9..~.!'.:-~.~---·· ..--..... -........................-·-·---·---··-·--·.. ·-·-·---·-·----!~.~t?.-......................_._J_~-~~--..·--·---·..........19 8 7 ______.l~8 7 ______..). 9.!!~----·-·-

Prodl.lction:
Bo'rlem (1,000 units) .....
Fumagalli (1,000 units) ..
Total ( l, 000 units) ....
Capacity:
Bodem (1,000 units) ..... -K-K-K- .
*M-)(
***"
·M-**
-)(-)(-·)(·
X*K-)(-)(*
Fumagalli (1,000 units) .. ---··-·-···
. ··--···-····---·--·-··-·--···----..--·--···--·-·-·-·------··-·-----·-------···- ····Total (1,000 units) .... **M·
*•)(*
-IC*)(·
Capacity utilizdtion:
Borlem (percent) ........ .
*""*
**M·
.)(..)(·
Fumagalli (percent) .. : .. . --·-·---·---------··-----··---------·--------·-··--·--·--------·-·-··-----------***
***
..- ..'"···Mff·
*·X·M·
*·X-M·
-K-X·*
Average (r.H~rcent) ..... . -K*K-

***

***

Source:

***
***

***
*"**"

***

***

***

***

Compiled from data submitted by counsel for the erazilian producers.

Borlem has, by its own assessment, unl.ltilized capacity; however, it claims
that thi~ capacity must remain available to supply the Brazilian OEM's with
whom it has long-term supply contracts. Borl(~m also reportedly uses a
slightly different technology for the wheels it produces ·for the BraziliRn
mark(~t and those it producc~s for export.
Borlcm estimates it would take* Mto fully convert a production line from production for the Brazilian market to
pr·oduction for the exp'ort market. Borlcm also n~ported that after a final

*
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LTFV d{~termination in .9-.i~..£.J~b.~e t~__ f!'.'-9.J!l. __~.r~-~JJ, .V it had considered converting
its production lines for the heavy-truck wheels involved in that investigation
to production lines for light·-truck wheels but d~termined that it.is "simply
too costly and inefficient to convert production lines for one product into a
line capable of producing a significantly different product. 11 .U
Rockwell also produces wheels for the Brazilian agicultural tractor
industry; however, they testified that ''(t]he plant, machines, and equipment
designed to produce wheels.for the agricultural tractor cannot produce wheels
for passenger travel ~chicles. 11 ~1/.
·
ThesE-~ two Brazilian prod'ucers also Pl".Ovided, information on their shipments
and inventories. This information, which is presented in table:ll, shows that
shipments in Brazp
*· by **-M percent from 198~> to 1986, then * *· *· by *le·Mpercent in 19S7. Shipments iri Brazil
*
by ***percent in Janu~ry-June

**

* *

Table 11
Steel whet~ls: Shipm{~r1ts ~~id inventories of Borlem and Fumagalli, 1.985-·87,
January-June 1987, ~nd ~anuary-June 1988
-··· ·····-----·---··---······-···-··:...______ , --······--········--·:-··-···---·····-·····-···--·---···----. ·--··-·----··-·-··-·-········-··-··---···--·--·--···-·----··--·..

·----------..---

}.~.l!.~~!Y:=J"_U n~-.... . -··----·~Q!J.J.:£~···-·-······--····- .. ·············-----·-·····--······--····'---·-··--J..2. ~5··--········-····--··-··-!.2~ii_.._____.-.. . . . !.2_~?.._···-········---··-······L~~l_- ·----········.!.98~--· ..-··--

:

Sh:i.pm~~nts

in Br·azi l:
*•**
*)(·)(***•
* ..)(·)(Borle11_1 (1,000 units) ..... *)(. )_(
Fum<:\galli (1,000 units) .. ·)(-)(* .
***
*'*~:···· -···· ·-········-·········-*~**·······,······-············-*:)(:i(:·---··-·······-·· ··-···-ff*---··-·········---c-;:;,(:-····················Total (1,000 units) ....
Shipm{rnts to the
United StatPs:
Borl<-?m (1,000 units) ..... >OO(·
)(··M*
M·M·lf
)(·)(·*
·M)(-lf
00

..

***

00

***

***

Ftlllli"l\~F>\ 11 i

{ l, 000 lJn j_ t S) ... ~~:t.:.:......... _.............. ~~--·-····--·. . .,. . . . . ~~·~~ ...........................~-~. ~-·····-·- . --.. ._. . .~~-·-·--. ··--··-···
Total (l,000 units) .... )()(·)(·)(·)()()(·l<->+
)(·)(·lf
XM·MShipments to other
c~)l.tn tri"~s:

Bod em ( l, 000 un:i. ts) ..... iE·~-)(
iE·M"*·
-1<-*·M·
iE·lC·-M·
Fu mag al l.i ( l , 000 u n :i. ts ) . . .~:~-··-······-····-·- .. -..~."~.~-·--·- -··----···· ·---·~!.f_"':!'................................:>.!"~::lf_.... _.............,_____:~~-····-······
Total (l,000 units) .... *·-M-M·

Yearend inventories:
*• )(-)(·
*"*"*
*-)(·i(·
Borlem ( l, 000 uni ts) .... . *-)("*
·)(•**
)(-)(-*
·)("*-*
·M-M-*
***
Rockwell (1,000 units) .. . ····----·--·--··--·-·-·-·---·····---·-····-·---·-······---·····-·--·-···--··---·--. ----··--··-·-····----·---·-----....-...............--·---M**
*lfle·.
**•*
* )( ·)(Total (1;000 units) .. ,. -1(·*!(

*)(· )(·

-·--·····-·!..---·-···-·--···-·--·-----·- ·----·-···----··----·----·--··---------------·-··--··--···--------·--··· -·-···-·------···-·--·······--·--·--·---·--~· ...... ··!./Tubeless Steel Disc Whf~(~ls From Brazil (Investigation No. 731-·TA···335),

USITC Pub.

?/
~/

1971, April 1987.

Postconfl~n~nce

brief submittE-~d on behalf of Borlem, pp. 1.2.- 1.3.
Transcript of the conference, p. 136.
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1988 compared with those in January-June 1987.
·M- by -K--M·M· percent from. 1985 to 1986, then -M·

Shipments to the United States
by -M·M-* percent in 1987.
Shipments to the Uni b~d States
by ·>O<·M- percErnt in January-June 1988
compared with those in the correspondin~ period of 1987. ~umagalli accounted
for ·M--M-M· percEmt of shipments to the United States by the two producN·s.
Shipments to the United States accounted for between *><-><- and *-><-* percent of
Borlem's and Fumagalli's total shipments.

**

***

**

\

*

Yearend inventories in Brazil remained
M· -M· in J.986, then * * * in J.987.
End-·of·-period :inventories were
·M- at the end of June 1988 compared with ·
those at the end of J~ne 1987. The ratio of inventories to shipments remained
* * at approximately ><..><·M- to ·><M..,. perc{rnt.

**

*

In addition to the two ~razilian producers listed in ~h~ ~etition, there
is another company in Brazil, Mangels Minas, which produces custom steel
~~eels for export to the United States. Its p~oductio~ p~ocess is somewhat
different than that of the other Brazilian producers because of the low volume
df its production runs and the additional steps required to chrome plate,
polish, and otherwise finish the wheels. Custom wheels constitute
approximately *·M·* percent of Mange.ls' product lines. The 'company is primarily
in the business of cold-rolling carbon steel strips, as well as stainless
~teel, high-resistance microalloyed steel, and tool steel.
It also produces
liquified petroleum gas cylinders and bottles, and high-technology equipment
for storage, haulage, and utilization of liquid gasses.
Mangels reported .the capacity, production, and shipment information on its
steel wheel operat~ons in Brazil as shown in table 12.
Table 12
Steel wheels: Production, capacity, capacity utilization, and shipments of
Mangels Minas, 1985-87, January-June 1987, and January-June 1988
----····--·..- · - -..·---..·--·-----------"

·---··-----------···--.J..~!'..l.~~.r..Y.=;T_\.!_l'.!~-·-·-·-·-....·-·--

~Q~ re e ·-··. ·-·-------..·--..····-·--..---- 19 8 5 ..-........ _ _19 ~.!L___,____J_9 8 L._ . . . . _ .. _1-~.!!l... ._.......--.1.2..1!..8____, _ _

Production .(units) .........
Capacity (units) ...........
Capacity utilization
(percent) ................
Shipments to ..···Brazi. l (uni ts) ... ,. .......
United States (units) ....
All other (units) ........
Total (units) ..........

-------·----·
Source:

M·><-*
*-If*·

·M-·M-*
***

*'**

*'**

M-M-*

***

***
***

***'

***'
·><--><-*

*-><-*

***
*"M-*

*-><-*

*-If*·

*-If*·

*-><-*

***
·M·**

*-If*·

***
*><-*

*-><-*

*-><-*

*-If*·

***

><--M*

--··----'***

·)(--)(·*

Compiled from data submitted by Mangels.

*-><-*

M·M·M-

. --·-*·**-·-··--

---------
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U.S. importers of ~teel wheels ·from· Brazil· reported that the following
inventories of the subject product were being held in the United St~tes:
End-of period

. !.r.~.V..~.~.:~.9..!'.:..t~.:!

Period.
-·····--·-·-·-···-,
~

t ...

; :

<.L-9QQ_.~nH.~)

.
.

1985. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1986. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
198'7 ...... ,', ..... .'I:•. . . . . .
·June:
.,, '198'/ .. . '.''.<1 ....... : :· .... .
;o · 1988 ... : :· : ....... '. i; . • • . .

-10(·*

**"*'

'•.

¥

·lfM* .
.,._,

***··'
.,...,...,.. ,·

U.S. i111porters'.;,,;~nve11h)ries of:wheels from Braz.i.1. were **·IE- percent* M· *
at the end of 1987 than they were at the frnd of 1985. They W'ffe XM* percent
***at the end of J~ne 1988 than they were at the end of June 1987.
Fumagalli account~d for between ***'and*** percent of the inventories. It.
reported that the~e inventories are·~f wheels that have been produced for ..
particOlar custo~ers and a~e being held by Fuamagalli r~ady for shipment to
these customers·as the customers' production schedules .require.
.

\,

'.

Consideration of. the Causa'l f~elationsh:ip B'~tween Imports of the
Subject Merchandise and the Alleged Injury
.!='...:..$..:.........!.!!'P-QJ'.:.t.. 5~·

.•.

..

·'

"

lJ :S. imports of the S't'eel whe,~ls- covered by "Hies'=' investigations are
prov id~d for. in ,TSUSA i tiM''692. 3230: This tariff classification ··i·s a ·basket
categrify that applies to'all.steel whe~ls designed.to be mounted with
pneumatic tires. Fo~ pu~poses of .this r~port, data on U.S. imports and U.S.
shipments of imports· wer.e .. ~0111pi led. ifr:·om respons,~S· to the .. Commi ss ion ·
questionnaire. The six companies which report(~d. imports from Brazil are :
believed to account for all imports of the subject wheels fr~m that country.
Imports from other countries may be understated.
:

..

\''.

,·'

I

.

Total imports of steel wheels fro~ all-countries 4ncr~ased by 10.4 ·percent
from 1985 to 1986, then dec.Jirn~d by 3. 6 pe.rcent· in; 1987 .. , Total imports
increased by 27.4 percent in January-June 1988 compared with those in the
corresponding period of 1987 (table 13).
Brazil and Canada accounted for most of the imports of steel wheels
reported to the Commission .. ·The bulk. of the imports frnm Can.ada are brought
in by U..S. producers of ·steel wheels that also have prndL1ction fad Ji.ti.es. in
Canada. Imports from Canada ;:M-,·M· ·M- by 10(·* percent• f..rom 1985 to 198'7, then
***by **:*··.pl~rcent in January~June·1988 comparPd-wiJ;h those· in J:ar.1uary--Jurw
1987.
.
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fable~ 13
Steel wh,~el.s: U.S. imports, by principal sources, 1985-87, January-June 1987,
and January-June i~88· i

January~J~n~e""-----

Sou
rce
1985
1986
1987
1987
1988
-·--·--·-····-···-····--············--······------·---·--·-.,-·-,··--·---·-··-·····-------·---------·-----------'-----

Qua!_l_tity (L_OOO uni.ill__ _ _ _ _·
Imported from--·:
Brazil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

***

Canada. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

IC.ff

Japan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
***
All other countries......
**It
Tota 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·=~..:_o82

.***

--=-

***
***.
***

*ff·
·ff*

***
***

***
*·**
· ***
***

***
***
***

·

***

4, 510---4 ,·34L_~·-·--2-;2B9. _____2-;918-va1ue (1,000 dollars)

Imported f ro'in:'
Brazil ...... ".". ............ ·.
*ff·
.
***
Cani:-&.da ....... ·........... .
*'**
.
Japan ..·~.· ..... ·..... ·.. ,,:.·
~
. ***
***
All ~ther countries ... ··:.
Total ......... : ....... . ~i:::~Ii_~==~---·59-;7~~=-=--~~:_140

*** ...

***
***
***"

***
***
***
*** .

·M-**
***

***'

""**
***
*** .

-- 3 5 6-9 6 ~=:- 44: !..7-_'£=-~I

_...-... --------------~--l)_'! it ~!:'J.~L.{p_gr._~ it) -·-·-·--·--·--·---·--····-Imported from:
Brazi. l .................. .
$***·
$***'
$***·
$***
$***
lt·M*
)(ff
·M-M*
·)(**
·)(·)(·*
Ccmada .................. .
Japan ................... .
***
**ii·
***
***
All oth~r ~ountries ..... , . . . . ._.__~. !!.~.:. . . --···-·--·. -··-~------. .---..~~ M ..~·-··-~-_..:·-----~~.....Average· .... .' .. ·......... . 13. 39
13.26
14;52
. 15:59
15;34

***

....

·5·~~,;·~-~--~~-~--···-c:~~;j;:i i~-ci··:··r~~:~~~--~~·t;,;··--;·~bmTt-t;ci~··-i-~-~~;P;~-;;-··t~~q~ es tX~;;;;; i r;·~~--~f.--t;~,e-.-·····--

u. s. International· Trade ·Cpmmission.

.
l'.

**

1;

Imports from Braz .i. l -lf·
by *iol: percent 'froin 1985· to' 1986, then'* -M· ·* by
percent in 1987. Imports from Brazil *
by
percent in January-June
1988 ~ompared wit~ tho~e in the cor~espondirig p~riod of 1987.

***

**

***

Market shan!s

---·· ..-···-·--···--·-----..-·····-·-

f.1arket penetratl.on of imports of steel wheels·fr(-,mall ·sources, on' the'
basis of quantity, incre.ased from' 8.1 pe.rcerit of ·consumptic>n·
1985 tO ·9.0·· ,.
percent in 1986, then d~clfned to 9:9 percent in 1987. ·Imports fro~· all'
sources increased from 9. 6 percerit of c"<:in.sumption ·in January-June 1987 to :12 :7 ·
percent of'consumption in January-··June 1988. On the basis of·value, "imports· "
from all countries incre~sed from 8.7 percent of consumption in 1985 to 10.8
percent in 1987, then jumped to 15.4 percent in January-June 1988 compar~d
with 11.5 percent in the corresponding period of 1987.

in
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*

Imports From Brazil *
* their share of the U.S. market, on the basis
quant.i.ty, from *>H<· percent in 1985 to**·><· pel"cent in 1986, then*.**· to*·*·*
percent in 1987. Their share of the market
to
percent ir1
January-·-JurH~ 1988 compared with *><><· Pf.'rcent in the corresponding period of
1987. On the basis of value, imports From Brazil ·M *·IE- From·><·><·* perc:ent of
consumption i.n 1985 to iO(··><· percent in 1987, then * * * to *** percent in
January-June 1988 compared with
percer1t in the corresponding period of
1987 (table 14).

***

***

***

Table 14
Steel wheds: U.S. market shares,
and January-June 1988
·

l/ by sources,

1985-··87, January-··June 1987,

-··· ·······---···-···--···-····-·····----·--······----·-·-·-·,··-·-··-·--·-·--·-··:-·-(.!_!l__p~_.!'.:£~1'..l_t:.l.____....... -·-·--·----·-··-··-·-···--·---------·-----·--··---,;r_~n.~~.!:Y.-:J".un~:::::::........--·-

~9.~J..!:..~-'~----····-·--·· ·········-······-··-········--··-··-·-·-·············--!.2.!l....:5-_______________12J!L. . . . --.-·-··-··L~.!!.Z...._____________ _!_2.~?.... _.______________!.2_~.!L. ____. . . ..

·-·--··-·---··-·--·---··-·-··------·---Q~~!I ti t_y______·---------·-··-·---·-·--·-·----·-············U.S.

producE~d

....... : . . . . . 91.. 9
From Brazil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·)(•)(*
Canada ................. .
Japan ................... .
**'*
All other countries .... ..
***
Subtotal ............. .
8.l.
Tot.al apparent ·
consumption ................ 100. O
Tmportc~d

91.0

91. l.

90.4

87.3

***
-)(-)(·)(
***

***
·)( -><-*

***

•)(**

*'**

***'

***

)(-)(·)(·
***

***

·)(·)(*

***

·)(-)(•*
..•••-••••••-·--••-·-••·--•··-·-··-·--••••••·--·---•-••Nooo.. ••••·••••••••••••M•••••-·•-••----•••••••••••••---·-----··•-•••·-----·---·-•--u-••••

9.0

8.9

9.6

100.0

100.0

100.0

12.7
100.0

---·-···---···-·····-··-··-···-········---····""""'""'""""___v..~J_L.!.~.............. ··- . . . . . . .-.--.. . . .- ...................------·---·-·--·-·--..........,..___
U.S. produced ........... ·: 91. 3
Imported from···
Brazil ................. .
**•*•
)(·)(·*
Canada ................. .
*")(-)(·
Japan .................. .
A11 oUH~r coun tr:i. es .... .
*'**
Subtotal ............. . . 8.7
Total apparent
consumption ............. 100.0

!/

90.0

89.2

88.5

84.6

*•)(-)(·
·)(. )(-IE-

**-M·

)(-)(·*

)(-)(-IE-

*•)(-)(·
·)(")(-*
**•·)(·
)(-)(*

10.2

10. 8

11. 5

15.4

100.0

100.0

100.0

100 0

**M

)(··)(")(

***

***

·)()(-IE)()(·)(
~

Market shares are based on pl"odu~ers' and importers' ·shipments.

Source: Compi l{~d From data submitt(~d in ~·esp~ns~ to ques t:ionnai res of the
U.S. International Trade Commission'.
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....Prices
-.. - .............._
Mon~ than 93 ~H~rcent of the demand for st£~el wh£~els. is <;IE:'d11ed f.'r·um the~
<fomand f(>r tH'W <'H.ttomobiles. _!/ Th~ rema.i.ning demand, n~fc~n'c!d to in the
industry as the afLN·market, ?.../·is d:i.rt1ctly rt'laL~~d to t~H~ n<~ed· to replau~
d<'\lnagt!d whc~els, and with the desire to n~pJace h~ss aesthetically Jj'lt'as:ing
w~H~els with cu~;tom whec~l.s.
Whec~l pr.i.cE:~s generally vary with the d:i.ameb~r-,
widl:h, style, <'1nd with the volumes req1.1in!d by the \/(!hich~ manufacl:l.ll"er·s.

The primary substit1.1tE!s for the product under investigation are aluminum
wheels. According to .the pc~t:i.t:i.onc~r. l:he "cfomand for sbrn.l ~heels has bt'C!n
aff~cted by the increasing popularity of styled al~minum wheels•which an
:i.pcroas:i.ng number of consumers are requiring on their cars and light
tn.1cks." ~./ Thes£~ styled all.tni:i.num w~HH!ls C<.-H1 b<~ included a~; an option in the
oriq:i.nal car pu1··chase or obtainc!d in the aft1.'nnarket.
Altho1.19h each pr·oducer has its own standard for what cons ti tut£~s a large-·
volume, medium-volume, or small-volume sale, questionnaire responses indicate
that small volumes a~e generally less than 100,000 per yearj medium volumes
are gc~nfH"<:d.ly ~H~btJN~n 100,000 ;;rnd ')00,000 pc-~r Yf!ar, and large volumc~s are
genN·al.ly gn?.ater than ~,00,000 per year.
The markf~t for p<>lssenger car and light-·-truck whe.els consists primarily of
the OEM's in the automobile and light-truck industry. The major OEM's include
Chrysh~r Col"p., G'rneral Motors, the Ford Motor Co .. , and Vollc;wagc-!n of_
America. 4/ OEM's usually purchase wheels on an as-needed basis pursuant to
annual or--multiy(~ar contracts. Typically, the contracts cover the c~xpect,~d
life of the model automobile or truck. According to***, during 1986-88
th,~re have bc~f~n Fc~w new wh'"~el proj'"~cts by the OEM's; ><- ·><.?./ Ch1··ysler
stated that
*· ~/

*

**

After an OEM has detenn.i.ned the design for a wheel, usually for a new
model vehicle, or when structural or style changes in a currant model vehicle
are made, the OEM solicits bids for production from a number of wheel
producers .. Sol:ic:itations.usually contain design requirements and
·,

.

uc ti-··-a5······ti1-e-···1Ja-s·~~-····;n0ci·~r;;···-ar·······

11-A-~ z;-;:~~--i"~;9···-t:-~··th~·-·r;~·t:·1·"t-;z;·;:;-~··;·;·····-1~-;;.;.-···µ-~ic·e·J-··c:.-ars·~--5

Chrysler's L cars and G.M. 's J cars, are the core.market fur steel wheels and
the target of :imports from Brazil.
?_/ Some of the whee ls shipped to a vehi.c le manufacturer are used in tht~
aft'"~nnarket.
~/

'

'·

Mr. Douglas Macintyre, manager of productic,n for Kelsey-Hayes, -in his
confercrnce testimony statC?d that Kelsey-Hayes is the world's largc-~st.produc,~r
of cast aluminum wheels. Conference transcript, p. 27.
~I Rdbert Dushaw, vice president of marketing for Kelsey-Hay~s, stated in his
conference testimony that his company estimates that General ~otors, Ford, an~
Chrysler consume more than 90 percent of the st~P-1 wheels pr·oduc(o'd annually in
the United States. Conference transcript, p. 30.
5/ ><questionnaire response.
°§_/ Te le phone conversation with -M· -M· -M·

**
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specifications for the wheel. The wheel pnlducers develop the likely costs of
production For the life of the V<~hicle model (i>ls <~stimatc~d by the OEM) and
submit a bid, offering a quantity arid price commitment to obtain all .or a
portion of the contr<;\ct. Bid quotations are made l..5 to 2 yc,,.ars in ad\1ance of
pnJductlon due to toolin~~ and h~st:i.ng leadt:i.m(~S. l/

To be chosen to supply steel wheels, a wheel producer must first be an
appl"<JIH?.d supp] ier who is qual if led by the· OLM' s purchasing and engineering
departments. Once a supplier has been approved, it achieves the same status
as all other approved suppliers.
Th~?. pr(~parat.ion of a whN~l producer's .bid is a complex and costly
undertaking, requiring engineering dnd desig~ capabilities, ~xpertise in
finance necessary to estimate the pr~sent value of future production, and
projections of Future rates of inflation. An OEM's request for a quotation
usually includes a set of specifications and criteria for the wheels, and may
also include some l"':':i.mbur·sable costs for tooling. Typically, a bid takc~s one
to two months to prepare.

WhE~ri an OEM d~~si.gris a wht~(~1.· whethN· for a new mo~el vt~hicle or ,a
redesigned VPhicle, they usually select ~ wheel ~reducer lo help th~ OEM
engim~<~rs d~~si.gn and tE:~st prototyp{~S.
Petitiom~r .and respondents agree that,
usually, the wheel manufacturer who aids the OEM in the design and testing is
likely to win the supply contract.. ?J

After reviewing the bids, Lhe OEM 111dy choose two or U11"<'e wheel producers
for further negotiation on non- . pri.ce asp<~cts of Uw bid, such as des igri
changes, before mak inq a final sel.E~ct:ion. Gcrnerally, the OEM doc~s not ·n~vc,,al
the names of the competing firms to each other, but may discuss price
differentials between the final competitors in an attempt to get the lowest
bid possible. However, the bidder with the lowest price does not necessarily
receive the bid if the OEM believes the producer is not likely to deliver the
steel wheels al the times required. OEM's are also likely to stay with the
producc~r that traditionally provided a particular model whc~el.
At this point,
the OEM usually makes a final selection. However,. price negotiat.i.ons can
continue as design and quantity changes often occur.
According to both pl~ti ti oner and respondents, the steel wheel producing
companies have very littl~ bargaining power because of Lhe market power
wielded by the large automobile manufactJr~rs. 3/ In fact, the OEM's usually
require yearly price reductions based upon productivity improvements from the
wheel produc{~r·s. Petitioner states that "if steel wheels wcr·e to suddenly
lose 50 percent of their value in the market the auto companies would not

.!/ )(· * *.
?/ Conference transcript, pp.

33 and 154.
Petitio~er states in their
conference testimony that in recent years 'this pattern has not been as
consistent a~ in the past:
}/ Conference transcript, pp. 80-81, 103, and l?Z.

..
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purchase more wheels ... becaus~ the market f9r steel wheels is static, from the
standpoint_ that there are no new potential 6ust6mers for wheels, pritQ
competition is severe.'' Respondents stated that because of the OEM's market
power, they can force wheel producers to price at their long-run average
costs. _1/
U.S. producers and importers of steel wheels, and the OEM's, were
requested to provide information on the three largest winning bids and the
three largest losing bids submitted by the firm between January 1986 and June
1988 that involved competition between U.S. and Brazilian suppliers. Six U.S.
producers and.one Brazilian importer submitted information on the bidding
process; four producers and one importer provided detailed bid information on
specific projects involving competition between Brazilian importers and U.S
producers. 2/ * * *

cl!l·-.. .

~_id compe1::_i1!J.
aecause most transactions are made with OEM's through
bid competition and subseq9ent negotiations, the discussion of prices is
organized according to the OEM who requested the bid. The following
information describes specific projects that were bid on from January 1986 to
June 1988 reportedly involving both U.S. and Brazilian suppliers of steel
wheels. 3/ The majority of projects occurred with Chrysler. ~./ Inf9rmation
on these-b{ds is summarize~ in table 15.

*

)j Testimony .of Mr.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Stein, counsel for Rockwell/Fumagalli, Conference
Mr. Franco Calandra, director general for
Rockwell/F~magalli Brazil, stated in his conference testimony that
Rockwell/Fumagalli recently increased their prices in the American market for
all their wheels. Conference testimony, p. 154. * * *
11 The petitioner, Kelsey-Hayes, and Motor Wheel Corporation together
accounted for ~HE--M· percent of domestic open-··market shipments. * * *
11 Lost sales and lost revenues were alleged based on the bids to the OEM's.
Table 15 indicates the.winners of the contracts for production of the major
wheel models during the period of investigation and the value of the bid.
According to all sources there were no second bids.
11 Mr. Calandra states that their main customer, Chrysler Corp., accounts for.
approximately 90 percent of their imports into the United States. Conference
transcript, p. 115.
transcript, p. 125.
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Table 15
~teel ..~he_tl~.:
Bid information on selected projects which reportedly involved
competition between U.S. and Brazilian steel wheel producers, January
··
1986-June l.988
.....
---,----------------:--~--···------

Firms
Wheels
Wheels
invited
Country
bid .
Bid
. contracted
m~~_lAJ_h_~ e 1 m_9d ~J______ j;_°-._.J?J.st_. _____ of.._Qr i gJ!.!..___~R.°-.!l:_ ___~ a 1ue_·__ f0 r

winner

.·~

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

. ~ .. i

s-~-;:;·~ce ..~-c;~;pTf;ci-7r:om.-ci~;t:-~·--~·;;t;~i tted -i~J~~-P~-.;;;-t~ Ciue·stionnaires of the

International Trade Commission.

*
*

'·

*
*

0

*

*
.*

*

*
*

*
*

u. s.

·

*
., . *

flf:t~E!!!~..r.-~-~.t.--··In. practice, the .distinct.i(rn betwee1;1 sales to OEM's for use
on original c~qlJip1m~nt and sales to OEM··-related dc~alers for aftermarket resale
is not very clear. OEM'~ ·often ~ggregate their expected production-related
rH~eds with their aftermarket needs when reqU{~sting a bid'.. Also, OEM; s ·often
maintain parts depot warehouses across the country for thei~ branthes and ·
dealers. Wheels originally purchased for production could be used for resale
and vice versa as requirements dictate.

Sales to distributors are on a spot-sales basis in units of a full
pall.et, .or approximat€!ly 40 wheels.'; Wheefs ·are priced per wheel and vary
depending on the diameter, width, a~d style of wh~el.
·
•

•

'•

"':

!

fl.

Price trends bf sales of wh~els to the afier~~rket are quite stabie in
all instance~, varying by. no. more' than 4 percentage points (table 16). .
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16

Stee 1 whE:~els: Domestic producers' and Brazi U.an price. indexes. for their
afterrnarket sales, by products and by quarters, January 1986-Jun~ 1988
---------·-····-··-------------------------------------(per_ whee

_u __________ ---

-·----·--------·~··-·-·-·--·--·-·-

... ;
~!.:~?_U________.....16" di~meter·
8" diameter
-~,g_r._!.9..9 . ._,. ____________________________ , ____ _!:?~-~-'...:.5..'.~--~-i~tl]_ ____ ~_.2:_5_'.~_!Ali.Q!!l ___,_BY__§_..'...Q~.'.-.~.t~J:h _____ !>.Y. .-i!. :_~-'.~.-\A'i~!b. __
United States
15" diameter

--··-----····-·---·---··-----···-·---··--··-·-·-·-····---.--------:--~--·····-

14" diameter

1986:
January--March .....
April-June ........
J~ly-September ....
October-December ..

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
100.00
100: 18
100. 18

100.00
100.00
100.00.
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

1987:
January--March .....
April-June ........
July-September ....
October---Oecember ..

97.74
97.74
97.74
97.74

100.18
100. 18
101. 38
101. 38

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100.26
100.26
100.26
100.00

1988:
January-·-March .....
April-June ........

97.02
97.02

103.78
103.78

102. 35
103.37

100.00
100.26

-s·c,u-·r·:·c·e-·:--.. Compile-d from data su"i)'in1 tte-d in response to quesBon-naireso-rtiie-u:s-:-----·-------·-------International Trade Commission.

Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund. indicate that
during the period January 1985 through March 1988 the nominal value'of'the
Brazilian cruzado registered an overall depreciation equivalent t~ 95.9
percent against the U.S. dollar (table 17). J/ Adjusted for relative
movements in producer price indices, the real value of the cruzado appreciated ·
21.5 percent as of the first quarter of 1988 r~lative to the 1985 first·
quart(~r level.

j/ Exchange rate data for April-June 1988 is not available.
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Table 17
Nominal exchange rates of the Brazilian cruzado in U.S. dollars, real
exchange··-rate Qquivalents, !I and producer price indicators in the United
States and Brazil, ?/ indexed by quart(~rs, January 1985--March 1988
U.S.
Pro·ducer
Price

Brazi 1
1:>r:o:..-·--··--·--·-··
. . . . .___ru"OiiiTniT_. ._. ___________

.Re~1-··----

.....

ducer
exchangeexchangePrice
rate
rate
e_~_r.:..i od --------·-.........- ......_...._......_!~d ~~--·--·-. . -........! nde >L, ____..-.........-._ _j. nd ~~-------·----·-----ind e 15..2,L_
1985:
Jan .-Mar .............
Apr.-June ............
July-Sept ............
Oct ..-Dec .............
1986:
Jan .-Mar .............
Apr.-June ............
July-Sept ............
Oct.-Oec .............
1987:
Jan .-Mar ........... ·..
Apr.-June ............
Ju ly--Sept ............
Oct. ·-Dec .............
1988:
Jan .-Mar .............

!!..~..:. . .. 9_<>..H~..i:: s / _c r_!.1__!'..~~9..=

100.0
100.1
99.4
100.0

100.0
127. 9
168.0
237.9

100.0
ll. 9
55.4
41. 8

100.0
91.9
93.6
99.4

98.5
96.6
96.2
96.5

361.0
375.2
382.1
404.0

29.6
27.2
26.5

108.4
105.6
108.0
110. 8

97.7
99.2
100.3
100.8

525.2
937.9
1,354.2
1,857.3

20.6
12.0
8.0
6.3

ll.1.0
113. 6
107.3
115. 5

101.2

3,001.9

4.1

121.5

V.2

!/ E><change rates expressed in U.S. dollars pl~r unit of foreign currency .
.~/ Producer price indicators --intended to measure final product prices ·-are
based on average quart{-~rly indices presented in line 63 of the !n~~.!'.:..".l~.t.:J:.Q!!~J_
_Fi nan.s_i a .!.....~!fit i s. t.J~_l! .
~/ The indexed real exchange rate represents the nominal exchange rate
adjusted for relative movements in. producer price indices in the United States
and Brazil. Producer prices in the United States increased 1.2 percent during
January 1985-March 1988, compared with an :increase
of nearly 3,000 percent in Brazil during the same period.
Source:
1988.

International Monetary Fund, .!n.!:. ~L"..'i'lJ:.!.2!'a!_f...!.!.l~!.!..C:.!..~J. . _St~_!:j_J._!:i~. ~, May

Note. --..·January-·March 1985:::100.
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Notices

30117

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMISSION .
·. .{Investigation No. 701-TA-296 (Preliminary)
and Investigation No. 731-TA-420
(Preliminary) l

Certain Steel Wheels From Brazil
AGENCY: United States International
·Trade Commission.
ACTION: Institution of preliminary
countervailing duty and antidumping
investigations and scheduling of a
conference to be held in connection with
the investigations.

The Commission hereby gives
notice of the institution of preliminary
countervailing duty investigation No.
701-TA-296 (Preliminary) under section
· 703(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
1671b(a)) lo determine whether lhere is
a reasonable indication that an industry
in the United States is materially
injured. or is threatened with material
injury, or the establishment of an .
industry in the United States is
materially retarded. by reason of
imports from Brazil of steel wheels.'
SUMMARY:

1
For purposes of these lnvesti8Dtions. the term
"steel wheela·· is defined aa 1tecl wheel•
(aueml..leJ or W1a31embled). duiilned to be
mounted with pnewn11tic tires. in wheel diameter
1i:i:e1 ran11ins from 13.0 lnchc:a 10 16.5 inches.
inclusive. and dHisned for Ult on pauenger
automobiles anJ light rrucka in Crosa Vehicle
Wr.1ght (CV\V) clnuificahona 1. 2. and 3 (the trucka

Con11nu<:d
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pro,·id1:d for in item 692.32 of the Tariff
§ 201.11 of the Commission's rules (19
and all pages of such submissions must
CFR 201.11). not later than sc:\'en (i)
Schedules of the United States. that are
be r.lcarly labeled "Confidential
alleged to be subsidized by the
·days after puulication of this notice in
Ousiness Information." Confidt!nti.11
Go\:ernment of Brazil.
the Federal Register. Any entry of
submissions ilnd requests for
The Commission hereby also gives
appearance filed after this date will be
confidential tre3tment must conform
notice of the institution of preliminary
referred lo the Chairmiln. who will
with the requirements of§ 20U3 of the
antidumping investigation No. 731-TAdetermine whether to accept the late
Commission's rules (19 CFR ::01.G).
-120 {Preliminary) under section ·733{a) of
entry fer good cause s·hown b)· the
Authority: These in\"est:i;ations <ire lieir:g
the Tariff Act of 1930 {19 U.S.C.
person desiring to file the entry.
contluc.:tr.tl under nuthorily of the T.1riff Act of
1673b{a)) to determine whether there is
1930. title Vil. This notice is published
Service list
a reasonable indication that an industry.
pursuant to § 207.1'.! of the Commiss1on·s
Pursuant to§ 201.11[d) of the
in the United States is materially
rules (19 CFR.'.:'.07.1:!}.
'
Commission's rules {19 CFR :.!01.ll(d)).
injured. or is threatened with material
Dy order of the Cumm1ssion .
. tlie Secretary will prepare a service list
injury. or the establishment of an
· Kenneth R. !\fason,
. containing the names and addresses of
industry in the United States is
Secretary
all persons. or their representatives.
materi~llv retarded. by reasonof.
Issued: August 2. Hltltl.
who are parties lo these in\'estigations
imports f~om Brazil or" steel wheels thut
upon
the
expiration
of
the
period
for
[FR Doc. Oll-18110 Fiied f\-"-<lG: 11·-1;. "ml
are alieged to be sold in the United
filing entries of appearance. In
Stat.:!s at less than fair value. :
BILLING CODE 7020--0'l·r~
accordance \'\'ith § 201.rn[c) and 207.3 of
As provided in sections 703(a) and
the rules (19 CFR 201.lG(c) and 2073.).
733(a). respectively. the Commission
each document filed by a party to the
must complete preliminary
investigations must be served on all
countervailing duty and antidumping .
other parties to the investigations (as
investigations in 45 days. or in this case
identified by the service list). and a
by September 12. 1988. · ·
·
certificate of service must accompany
For further information concerning the
the document. The Secretary will not
conduct of these investigations and rules
accept a document for filing without a ·
of general application. consult the
certificate of service.
Commission's Rules of Practice and
Procedure. Part 207. Subparts A and 8 ·
Conference
(19 CFR Part 207). and Part 201. Subparts
:rhe Commission's Director of.
A through E (19 CFR Part 201).
Operations has scheduled a conference
EFFECTIVE DATE: July 29. 1988 ..
in connection with these investigations
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTAC~
for 9:30 a.m. on August 19. 1988. at .the
Judith Zeck (202-252-1199). Office of
U.S. international Trade Commission
Investigations. U.S. International Trade
Building. 500 E Street SW .. Washington.
Commission. 500 E Street SW.,
DC. Parties wishing to participate in the
Washington. DC 20436. Hearingconference should contact Judith Zeck
impaired individuals are advised that
(202-252-1199) not later than August 17.
information on this matter can be
1966. to arrange for their appearance.
obtained by contacting the
.
Parties in support of the imposition of
Commission's TOO terminal on 202-252countervailing/ antidumping duties in
1810. Persons with mobility impairments
these investigations and parties in
who will need special assistance in
opposition to the imposition of such
gaining access to the Commission
duties will each be collectively allocated
should contact the Office of thP.
one hour within which to make an oral
Secretary at 202-252-1000.
presentntion at the conference.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
These investigations are 1.Jeing
instituted in response to a petition filed
on July 29. 1968. by The Kelsey-Hayes·
·Co .. Romulus. Ml.
·
Participation in the investigations
Persons wishing to participate in the
in\'esligatiuns ils parties must file an
entry of appe<mrnce with the Secretary
to the Commission. as proviclc·d in
·
cm·crrd h~· classr.s 1. 2. anti J. arc. gPtwr;dly. light
trucls. for c\.1mpl" p1rlup trucls. pilnrl vans and
mint-\""'" with grnss vrhit:l" wr.ighl~ of form und1•r
6.tMIO lbs. up to 14.()(1() 11".). a• providr<I for in 1tcnt~
(;!<~.J::io of the Turiff Srl11·rlull'~ u( 1h1• (.'11111.•d
S111tc• .·\r:11"1ot<'d (1907) ( 1:-;us:l); they nrr. provid1·<I
fur in sulohradin~ R70fl.7Cl.t10 nf th1• P"'l'"""t
J J;irrn1Jn11.1•d Tan!! Schrti11h•s ("If 1h1· l lni11·d SI.tic&
1t :srrr: P·Jl1. zoJnJ.
·

Written submissions
Any person may submit to the
Commission on or I.JP.fore August 23.
1988 a written statement of information
pertinent to the subject of the
investigations. as provided in § :!Qi.15 of
the Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.15).
A signed original and fourteen (HJ
copies of each submission must he filed
with the St•crctary to the Commission in
accordance with§ 201.0 of the rules (Hi
CFR 201.1\). All written submissions
c:-::cept for confidential business data
will be avi.Jilablt: for public inspection
during regular business hours (11:45 a.m.
to 5: 15 p.m.) in the Office of the
Sccrct<irv to the Commission.
Any 1i;1sin1!ss infurmation for which
confidential treatment is desired must
lw s11lirnitt1~d S<'p<1r;11ely. The envelope
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ln:tlatlon of Antidumplng Duty
lnvestlg:itlon: Steel Whee!s Frcm
6r:izll

Irnpo:-t Administration.
International Trade Administration,
Department of Commerce.
AGENCY:

ACTION:

Notice.

On the basis of a petition
filed in proper form , ..;th the U.S.
Department of Commerce, we are
initiating an antidumping dutv
i.'lvestigation to determine whether
ixr.oorts of :;tee! wheels from Brazil are
being, or are likely to be, sold L1 t~!;!
United States at less than fair va:ue. 'We
are notifying the U.S. L'lternational
Trade Commission (ITC) of th.is action
so that it m<ly detcmine whether imports
of this product materially injure, or
threaten material injury to, a U.S.
industry. If this investigation proceeds
normally, the ITC will make its
preliminary determination on or before·
September 12, 1988. If that determination
is affirmative, we will make preliminary
determination on or before January 5,
1989.
.
EFFECTIVE DATE: August 24, 1988.

SUMMARY:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

J.

David Dirstine or Laurie Lucksinger.
Office of Compliance, International
Trade Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce. 14th Street and ·
Constitution Avenue, NW.. Wasliliigton,
DC 20230: telephone: (202) 377-5255.

·',

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATIOtl:

The Petition
On July 29. 1988, we received a
petition in proper form filed by KelseyHayes Company on behalf of U.S.
producers of steel wheels. In compliance
with the filing requirements of 19 CFR
353.36, petitioner alleges that imports of
fin.ished steel wheels are being, or are
likely to be, sold in the United States at.
less than fair value within the meaning
of section 731 of the Tariff Act of 1930,
as amended (the Act), and that ~ese
imports materially injure, or threaten
material injury ti:>, a U.S. industry.
· The petitioner has alleged that it has
standing to file the petition. Specifically,
the petitioner has alleged that it is an
interested party as defined under
s~ction 771(9)(C) of the Act and that it
has filed the petition on behalf of the
U.S. industry manufacturing the
products that are subject to thi_s _
investigation.
If any interested party as described
U.'lder paragraph (C), (D), (E), or (F) of
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section 771(9) of the Act wishes to
register support of or opposition to this
petition, please file written noWication
with the Co41merce official cited in the
"For FurL~2r Inform a ti on Contact"
section of this notice.
United States Price and Foreign Market
Value
Petitioner based U.s: price on price
quotes for steel wheels delivered to
original equipment r:::ianufacturers in the
uP.ited States. Petitioner deducted
foreign inland freight foreign
warehousing, ocean freight and
insurance. U.S. duty, U.S. inland freight,
U.S. warehousing. brokerage and
handEng charges. and inventory
carrying cost.
Petitioner based foreign market value
on price quotes for steel wheels
delivered to original equipment
manufacturers in the Brazilian domestic
market. Petitioner deducted the value
added tax (VAT) on steel wheels.
Based upon a comparison of United
States price and foreign market value,
petitioner alleges dumping margins of
7.3.67 percent .
lnitiation of Investigation
Under section 732(c) of the Act, we
must determine, within 20 days after a
petition is filed. whether it sets forth the
allegations necessary for the initiation
of an antidumping duty investigation
e.!ld whether it .contains information
reasonably available to the petitioners
supporting the allegations.
We examined the petition on steel
wheels from Brazil and found that it
meets the requirments of section 732(b) .
of the Act. Therefore, in accordance
with section 732 of the Act, we are
initiating an antidumping duty
investigation to determine whether
imporli of steel wheels from Brazil are
being. or are iikely to be, sold in the
United States at less than fair value. If
our investigation proceeds normally, we
will make our preliminary determination
by January 5, 1989..
.
Sccpe of Investigation
\he United States has developed a
system of tariff classification based on
the international harmonized system of
Customs nomenclature. Pending
ndcption of this Harmonized System
(HS). we will be providing both the
appropriate Tariff Schedules of the
United States Anotated (TSUSA) item
numbers and the appropriate HS item
numbers with our product descriptions
on a test basis. As with the TSUS.4, the
HS item nurr.bers are provided for
convenience and Customs purposes. The
written description remains dispositive.

We are requesting petitioners to
include the appropriate HS item
number(s) as well as the TSUSA item
nurnber(s) in all new petitions filed with
the Department. A reference cooy of the
proposed HS schedule is available for
consultation at the Central Records
Unit, Room S-099, U.S. Department of
Commerce. 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20230.
Additionally, all Customs officers have·
reference copies and petitioners may
contact the Import Specialist at their
local Customs office to consult the
schedule.
The products co·1ered by this
investigation are steel wheels consisting
of a disc and a rim either welded or
riveted together. having a diameter not
less than 13 inches nor greater than 16.5
inches., designed to be mounted with
both tube type and tubeless pneumatic
tires generally for use on passenger
automobiles, light trucks. and other
vehicles, as currently provided for under
TSUSA item number 692.3230 and
currently classifiable under HS item
. number 8708.70.80.
·
Notification of ITC
. Section 732(d) of the Act requires us
to notify the ITC of this action and to
provide it with the information we used
to arrive at this determination. We will
.notify the ITC and make available to it
all nonprivileged and nonproprietary ·
inform a ti on. We will allow the ITC
access to all privileged and business
propriefary information in our files,
provided it confirms in writing that it
will not disclose such information either
publicly or llllder administrative
protective order without written consent
of the Assistant Secretary of Import
Administration.

Preliminary Determination by ITC
The ITC will determine by September
12. 1988 whether there is a reasonable
indication that imports of steel wheels
from Brazil materially injure, or threaten
material injury to, a U.S. industry. If its ·
determination is negative. the
investigation will terminate: otherwise,
it will proceed according to the statutory
and regulatory procedures.
This notice is published pursuant to section
732(c){2) of the Act
Joseph A. Spelrini,

Acting Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
Date: August 17, 1988.
[FR Doc. 88-19204 Filed 8-~; 8:45 am)
Bil.UNO CODE 35 lc>-OS-lol

[~:-35H!92J

Initiation of Counterva!?lng C:uty
Investigation: Steel Wh~e!s from Braz:!
International Trade
Administration/Import Administration
Department of Comrr.erce.
ACTION: Notice of initiation of
countervailing duty investigation.

AGENCY:

On the basis of a petition
filed in proper form with the U.S.
Department of Commerce; we are
initiating a countervailing duty
inves~ation to determine whether
manufacturers. producers, or exporters
in Brazil of steel wheels. as described in
the "Scope of Investigation" section of
this notice. receive benefits which
constitute subsidies within the meaning
of the countervailing duty law. We are
notifying the U.S. International Trade
Conµnissiori (ITC) of this action, so that
it may determine whether imports from
Brazil materially injure, or threaten
material injury to, U.S. industry. II this
investigation proceeds normally, the ITC
will make its preliminary determination
on or before September lZ. 1988, and we
will make our preliminary determination
on or before Oetober 24, 1988.
EFFECTIVE DATE: August 24, 1988.

SUMMARr.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Philip Pia or Bernard Carreau, Office of
Countervailing Compliance, Import
Administratio::i., Room B--099,
International Trade Administration. U.S.
Department of Commerce, 14th Street
and Constitution Avenue NW.,
Washington. DC 20230; telephone: (202)
377-2786.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

The Petition
On July 29, 1988, we received a
petition filed in proper form from the
Kelsey-Hayes Company on behalf of the
U.S. indusry producing steel wheels. In
compliance with the filing requirements
of section 355.26 of the Commerce
Regulations (19 CFR 355.26). the petition
alleges that manufacturers. producers.
or exporters in Brazil of steel wheels
receive subsidie"s within the meaning of
section 701 of the Act. In addition, the
petition alleges that such imports
materially injure, or threaten material
injury to, the U.S. industry producing a
like product.
- Since Brazil is a "country under the
Agreement" within the meaning of
section 701(b) of the Act the ITC is
required to determine whether imports
of the subject merchandise fr'Jm !3ra~il
materially injure. or threaten rnate:ial
injury to, a U.S. industry.
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The petitioner has alleged that it has
standing to file the petition. Specifically,
the petitioner has alleged that it is an
interested party as defined under
section 771(9j(C) of the Act and that it
has filed the petition on behalf of the
U.S. industry manufacturing the
products that are subject to this
investigation.
If any interested party as described
under paragraphs (CJ, [D), (E), or (F) of
section 771(9) of the Act wishes to
register support of or opposition to this
petition, please file written notification
with the Colll!llerce official cited in the
"For Further Wormation Contact"
section of this notice.
fnitiatior.; of Investigation
Undet eection 702(c) of the Act, we
must determine, within 20 days after a
petition is filed, whether the petition
sets forth the allegations necessary for
the initiation of a countervailing duty
investigation, and whether it contains
informatiion reasonably available to the
petitioner supporting the allegations. We
have examined the petiton on steel ·
wheels from Brazil and have found that
it meets the requirements of section
702(b) of the Act. Therefore, we are
initiating a counervailing duty
investigation to detennine whether
manufacturers, producers, or exporters
in Brazil of steel wheels. as described in
the "Scope of Investigation" section of
this notice subsidies. If our investigation
proceeds normally, we will make our
preliminary determination on or before·
October 24, 1988.

'contact the Import Specialist at their
local Customs office to consult the
schedule.
The products covered by this
investigation are finished steel wheels
currently provided for in item 692.3230
of the TSUSA and currently classifiable
under HS item number 8708.70.80.
The merchandise covered by this
investigation includes finished steel
wheels consisting of a disc and a rim
either welded or riveted together. having
a diameter not less than 13 inches nor
greater than 16.5 inches, designed to be
mounted With pneumatic tires generally
for use on passenger automobiles, light
trucks and other vehicles.

Allegations of Subsidies
The petition lists a number of
practices by the Government of Brazil
which allegedly confer subsidies on
manufacturers, producers or exporters
in Brazil of steel wheels. We are
initiating an investigation on the
following alleged programs:
• Benefits under the BEFIEX Program
• Import Duty and IP/ T(l){
Exemptions under Decree-law 1189
• Preferential Working-Capital
Financing for Exports
• Income Tax Exemption for Export
Earnings
• Export Financing under the CICCREGE 14-11 Circular
• Exemption of IP/ Tax and Customs
. Duties on Imported Capital Equipment
{CD!)
.
• Resolution BO {FINEX) Financing
• Accelerated Depreciation for
Scope of Investigation
.Brazilian-made
Capital Goods
The United States has developed a
•
Resolution
330
of the Banda do
system of tariff classification based on
Brasil
the international hannonized system of
Although alleged by the petitioner, we
Customs nomenclature. Pending
are not investigating the following
adoption of this Harmonized System
programs:
(HS), we will be providing both the
• Benefits under /Pl Export Credit
appropriate Tariff Schedules of the
Premium-The Department has
United States Annotated (TSUSA) item
previously inveetigated the IPI export
numbers and the appropriate HS item
credit premium and found that this
numbers with our product descriptions
program was terminated effective May
on a test basis, pending Congressional
1, 1985. See Brass Sheet. Because the
approval. As with the TSUSA, the HS
petitioner has presented no evidence
item numbers are provided for
convenience anci Customs purposes. The that this program has been reinstated,
we are not initiating an investigation on
written description remains dispositive.
this program.
We are requesting petitioners to
include the approonate HS item
• Government Provision of Equity
Capital-The petitioner has provided no
· nurnber(s) as well as the TSUSA item
evidence of provision of equity capital
nwnber(s) in all new petitions filed with
by the Brazilian government to the
the Department. A reference copy of the
producers or exporters of the product
proposed HS schedule is available for
consultation at the Central Records
under investigation.
Unit. Room B--099. U.S. Department of
• Upstream Subsidy-The petitioner
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
has not provided "reasonable grounds to
Avenue NW .. Washington, DC 20230.
believe or suspect" that a competitive
Additionally, all Customs offices have
benefit is being bestowed. Under the
reference copies and petitioners may
terms of section 771A(b)(l),

32269

a competitive benefit ba9 been bestowed
when the price for the input product • • • is
lower than the price that the manufacturer or
producer of merchandise which is the subject
of the countervailing duty proceeding would
otherwise pay for the product in obtaining it
from another seUer in an arms-length
transaction.

ln order to determine whether a
competitive benefit is bestowed. we
must have the Brazilian market price of.
the alleged subsidized ir.put to make fill
adequate price comparison to an
unsubsidized price of the input. The
petitioner has not provided the
Department with a Brazilian market
price for hot-rolled carbon sheet steel
necessary to make this comparison.
Therefore, we do not have sufficient
information to determine whether a
competitive benefit is bestowed on
Brazilian producers of steel wheels.
Moreover, the petitioner's allegation of
below-cost sales of subsidized steel
inputs does not, in and of itself.
constitute a reasonable basis to believe
or suspect that subsidies are being
passed through. We will promptly
reconsider thi·s question on the basis of
any additional information provided
during the investigation.

Notification of ITC
Section 702(d) of the Act requires us
to notify the ITC of this action and to
provide it with the information we used
to arrive at this determination. We will
notify the ITC and make available to it
all nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information. We will also allow the ITC
access to all privileged and business
proprietary information in our files,
provided it confirms in writing that it
will not disclose such information either
publicly or under administrative
protective order without the written
consent of the Assistant Secretary for
Import Administration.
Preliminary Determination by ITC
The ITC will determine by September
12. 1988, whether there is a reasonable
indication that imports from Brazil
materially injure, or threaten materipl
injury to, a U.S. industry. If its
determination is negative the
investigation will terminate; otherwise.
it will proceed according to the statutory
and regulatory procedures.
This notice is published pursuant to section
702(c)(2) of the Act

Joseph A. Spet:rini..

Acting Assistant Secretory for Import
Administration.
Augiut 18. 1988.
(FR Doc. 8&-19205 Filed ~23-88; 8:45 amJ
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APPENDIX B
CALENDAR OF THE PUBLIC CONFERENCE'

BB-2
CALENDAR OF THE PUBLIC CONFERENCE
Investigation No. 701-TA-296 (Preliminary) and
Investigation No. 731-TA-420 (Preliminary)
STEEL WHEELS FROM BRAZIL
Those persons listed below appeared at the United States International
Trade Commission's conference which was held in connection with the subject
investigation on August 19, 1988, in the Hearing Room of the U.S.
:11ter.-.z..:..:..::. .•...:.: ~radc Commission, 500 E St., SW, Washington, DC.
In supporL o.I. the imposition of antidumping duties
Barnes, Richardson & Colburn--Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf of - Kelsey-Hayes Company
Joseph F. McCarthy
Counsel, Kelsey-Hayes Co.
Robert D. Dushaw,
Vice President, Marketing, Kelsey Hayes Co.
Douglas Macintyre
Manager, Senior Technical Specialist
James Lundquist
Matthew J. Clark

)--OF COUNSEL
)--OF COUNSEL

Dickinson, Wright, Moon, Van Dusen, & Freeman-·Counsel
Detroit, MI
on behalf of-Motor Wheel Corporation
A.N. Mccotter,
Vice President of Sales and Marketing
David E. Haviland
Director of Marketing of Automotive Products, Motor· Wheel Corp.
Bruce Tassan
Jeffrey M. Petrash

)--OF COUNSEL
)--OF COUNSEL

BB-3

In opposition to

~he

imposition of antidumping duties

Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer & Wood-Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf of-Rockwell International Corporation
Franco Calandra
Director General, Rockwell Fumagalli
(;erai.u L... 1'.e.r::u
Director of Marketingfor North America, Rockwell-Fumagalli
Michael Ste:i ..-.
Joseph Black
Janet McLaughlin

) - -<H" GOUNSEL
)--OF COUNSEL
)--ECONOMIST

Bishop, Cook, Purcell & Reynolds--Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf of-Positrade Corporation
Mark Mangels
Genaral Manager, Positrade
William Alberger

)--OF COUNSEL
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

:The Files

FROM:

iPhilip Pia
I Case Analyst
Off ice of Countervailing Compliance

~ o/).~1~~
C)\_}

J. David Dirstine
~~ };..L
/
; Case Analyst
1,,'\~J O(Z6 "a<?
:office of Antidumping Compliance
.

~\\V' ~-JJOV!O

. Richard w\"More1and and Bernard Carreau
Acting Off ice Directors
Off ice of Antidumpinq Compliance
Office of Countervailing Compliance
; Scope of AO and CVD investigations on steel wheels
: trom Brazil

SUBJECT:

!

On August 24, 1989, we published in the Federal Register initiations
of antidumping and countervailing duty investigations on steel
wheels from Brazil (53 FR 32267), While our description of the
product did not specifically state it as such, it was clearly
intended that any unassembled parts of a wheel, whether shipped
separately or together, are included in the scope. Therefore, in
order to elimina~e any misunderstanding, and to avoid potential
circumvention of: any orders we will use the following language,
which is closer ~o that used by the ITC in its initiation, in all
future references in these investigations:

I
The prodJcts covered by this investigation are
steel wheels currently provided for in item
692.3230 :or the TSUSA and currently classifiable
under HS item number 8708.70.80. The merchandise
includes ;steel wheels, assembled or unasseml:>led,
consistiqg of a disc and a rim, designed to be
mounted with both tube type and tubeless pneumatic
tires, iri wheel diameter sizes ranging from 13.0
inches td 16.5 inches, inclusive, and generally for
use on p~ssenqer automobiles, light trucks and
other venicles.

. I
I

cc:

Joseph A~ Black, Esq.
Matthew J. Clark, Esq.
Walter J~ Spak, Esq.
Olin L. Wethington, Esq.
I
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